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Abstract

Computational methods can help to better understand and analyze the interaction

of proteins and their binding partners. This interaction is influenced by many fac-

tors, including specific sequence variants, the dynamics and electrostatics of the

proteins, as well as further physicochemical properties of the corresponding bind-

ing partners. A detailed investigation of these different, and often complicated,

properties helps to better understand the functionality of proteins, for which the

interaction with other molecules plays a crucial role.

The work presented here provides new methodologies, implemented in web-

servers and software, which assist during the analysis of proteins. Furthermore,

in an application case, computational methods and analyses in combination with

experimental results were used to detect a specific interaction network of proteins.

The new ProSAT+ webserver enables the visualization of protein sequence an-

notations in the context of the three–dimensional protein structure and contains

additional options for visualizing and sharing protein annotations. The sequence

information allows an easy, but extensive analysis of proteins. The functionality of

the ProSAT+ webserver can be integrated into other webservers, which was done

in the case of the two other webservers for the analysis of protein binding pock-

ets described here. A tool for the LigDig webserver was developed that provides

the comparison of protein binding pockets by the alignment and visualization of

the binding pockets based on an existing algorithm. The new TRAPP webserver

assists in the analysis of protein binding pocket dynamics. The existing TRAPP

software was used, and a user web interface was implemented to simplify the

usability. Additional new functionalities were also developed, such as the visual-

ization of protein sequence conservation in context of all other TRAPP results in

the three–dimensional structure. This allows the detection of conserved or non–

conserved regions inside the binding pocket, which might influence the dynamics



of the pocket. This newly gained information can be used during the process of

designing selective inhibitors.

During the protein disaggregation process, members from different classes of

the so-called J–protein (HSP40) co–chaperones play a crucial role. The synergetic

application of different computational methods and experiments enabled the de-

tection of an interclass specific J–protein interaction and indicated that the in-

teraction evolved to enable a high efficiency in the disaggregation process. The

resulting data of performed protein domain docking simulations required an up-

date of the standard clustering workflow. This new methodology can be applied

for protein docking in cases that have problems with multiple, weakly specific

interaction sites.

The work presented here facilitates in many ways the analysis of proteins, in-

cluding their structure and sequence features, as well as, their dynamics and inter-

actions with their binding partners. The new methods are provided as webservers

and therefore are accessible, and easy to use for all researchers. This can assist

in many research projects and provide relevant information. The analyses of the

J–proteins improved the knowledge about their biological role and functionality,

and therefore provide an important contribution for a better understanding of the

overall protein disaggregation process.



Zusammenfassung

Computer gestützte Methoden können dabei helfen die Interaktionen von Pro-

teinen und deren Bindepartner besser zu verstehen und zu analysieren. Diese

Interaktion wird von vielen Faktoren beeinflusst, unter anderem von spezifischen

Sequenzvariationen, der Dynamik und Elektrostatik der Proteine, sowie weiteren

physikochemischen Eigenschaften der jeweiligen Bindepartner. Eine detaillierte

Untersuchung dieser verschiedenen, oft komplizierten Eigenschaften, hilft die Funk-

tionsweisen von Proteinen, für welche die Interaktion mit anderen Molekülen eine

entscheidende Rolle spielt, zu entschlüsseln.

Die hier präsentierte Arbeit liefert neue Methoden, unter anderem in Form

von Webservern, die die Analyse von Proteinen unterstützen. Außerdem wird

an einem Anwendungsbeispiel gezeigt, dass das Zusammenspiel von computer-

gestützten Simulationen und Analysen, sowie experimentellen Ergebnissen zur

Entschlüsselung eines spezifischen Interaktionsnetzwerkes von Proteinen genutzt

werden kann.

Der neu entwickelte ProSAT+ Webserver ermöglicht die Visualisierung von Pro-

teinsequenzannotationen innerhalb der dreidimensionalen Proteinstruktur und ver-

fügt über weitere Optionen zur Visualisierung und Weiterleitung von Proteinanno-

tationen. Die verschiedenen Sequenzinformationen erlauben eine einfache, aber

umfangreiche Analyse von Proteinen. Die Funktionalität des ProSAT+ Webservers

kann auf Grund seiner Architektur in andere Webserver integriert werden, was

bei den zwei weiteren, mitentwickelten Webservern zur Untersuchung von Pro-

teinbindetaschen getan wurde. Für den LigDig Webserver wurde ein zusätzliches

Modul für den Vergleich von Proteinbindetaschen durch eine Superpositionierung

und Visualisierung der Bindetaschen, basierend auf einem bereits vorhandenen

Algorithmus, entwickelt. Der neue TRAPP Webserver unterstützt bei der Unter-

suchung von Proteinbindetaschendynamiken. Hierfür wurde die bereits vorhan-



dene TRAPP Software verwendet und die Anwendung mit Hilfe einer Webober-

fläche vereinfacht. Weitere Funktionalitäten, wie die Visualisierung der Konser-

viertheit der Proteinsequenz wurden neu entwickelt. Dies ermöglicht die Unter-

suchung von konservierten, beziehungsweise nicht konservierten Bereichen inner-

halb der Proteinbindetasche, welche möglicherweise die Dynamik der Tasche be-

einflussen und dessen Information bei der Entwicklung von selektiven Inhibitoren

zur Anwendung kommen kann.

Innerhalb des Proteindisaggregationsprozesses spielen verschiedene Klassen

der sogenannten J–Protein (HSP40) co–Chaperone eine wichtige Rolle. Die Zu-

sammenarbeit von verschiedenen computergestützten Methoden und Experimen-

ten ermöglichte die Entschlüsselung einer Interaktion von J–Proteinen aus ver-

schiedenen Klassen und gab den Hinweis auf eine evolutionär bedingte Inter-

aktion, welche entscheidend für die Effizienz des Disaggregationsprozesses ist.

Die hierbei durchgeführten Docking Simulationen mit Proteindomänen lieferten

Ergebnisdaten, welche eine Überarbeitung des standard Clusteringverfahrens not-

wendig machten. Das neue Verfahren kann im Fall von Protein Docking Simu-

lationen mit mehreren, weniger spezifischen Interaktionsstellen zur Anwendung

kommen.

Die hier präsentierte Arbeit erleichtert in vielerlei Hinsicht die Analyse von Pro-

teinen, deren Strukturen und Sequenzeigenschaften, sowie deren Dynamik und

Interaktionen mit anderen Bindepartnern. Die neuen Funktionalitäten stehen auf

Grund Ihrer Verfügbarkeit als Webserver und der vereinfachten Bedienung allen

Wissenschaftlern zur Verfügung und kann die Arbeit vieler Forschungsprojekte

vereinfachen und relevante Informationen liefern. Die durchgeführten Analysen

der J–Proteine hat dazu beigetragen ihre Rolle und Funktionalität besser zu ver-

stehen und lieferte daher einen wichtigen Beitrag zum besseren Verständnis des

gesamten Proteindisaggregationsprozesses.
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1
Introduction and Theoretical Basis

Sections of this chapter are based on the following publication, the text was ini-

tially written by me and went through the review process of all authors:

Antonia Stank, Daria B. Kokh, Jonathan C. Fuller and Rebecca C. Wade. Pro-

tein Binding Pocket Dynamics. Account of Chemical Research, (2016) 49:809-815

1.1 Introduction

Proteins are one of the most important components in the cellular environment.

They are responsible for many functions, and interact in a huge network with other

proteins and macromolecules. All proteins are influenced by evolution, which

affects all kinds of protein properties and therefore the big molecular symphony

in living organisms. Small changes in the genes or the environmental conditions

can change protein behavior and therefore have a big influence on the balanced

system. The complex interplay of molecules can depend on the physicochemical

feature of only one amino acid.

In recent decades, the development of computational methods enabled, be-

sides many other things, the analysis of evolutionary relationships of proteins,

and the simulation of molecular interactions. The development and application of

computational methodologies to analyze the complex molecular interactions, the

influence on functionality, and the relation to evolution, is the main focus of this

work.

1



1.1. INTRODUCTION

Protein information at the sequence level can already help to understand evo-

lutionary relationships, or to find by mutagenesis identified functionally relevant

amino acids. Nevertheless, merging the one–dimensional information with the

three–dimensional protein structure enlarges the overall information content. One

focus of this thesis is the development of a webserver that can visualize protein

sequence annotations on protein structures, in an easy and user–friendly way. This

data assembly allows for new discoveries in the field of protein functionality. As

soon as the behavior and functionality of a protein is analyzed in detail it is possi-

ble to change this by specific treatments, for example drugs.

The highly complex binding mechanism between a protein and its binding part-

ner (e.g. a ligand or another protein) takes place at an interaction site. Such

interaction site can be a protein binding pocket, which is more frequently used

for binding smaller molecules and drugs. The analysis of such binding pockets,

especially regarding their dynamics, is a very important aspect in the field of com-

putational drug design. A new classification of protein binding pockets regarding

their dynamics is introduced in Chapter 3. A new webserver that can analyze struc-

tural changes in protein binding pockets, and the influence on the whole pocket, is

also introduced in this thesis. An additional feature to visualize the conservation

of evolutionary related proteins, together with their protein pocket dynamics, will

be described, and explained with an example.

A biologically relevant application case of a protein–protein interaction analy-

sis that includes protein structure modeling and analysis, interaction simulations,

and the evolutionary analysis of protein functionality was done with the DnaJ

heat shock proteins (HSP40). These proteins are chaperone molecules, and play

an important role in the protein disaggregation and refolding processes of other

proteins. The methodological details and challenges, as well as, the overall results

and new discoveries, are explained and discussed.

Several theoretical methodologies and algorithms are applied in this thesis,

which require explanation beforehand. This chapter serves as background infor-

mation for the most relevant ones. After a short introduction into the world of pro-

teins, it starts with some computational biology methods, and algorithms in the

field of protein sequence analysis, followed by the problem of protein structure

prediction and a common approach based on homology modeling. Afterwards,

some background information about protein binding pocket analysis, including

their detection, definition, and comparison is given. The theoretical background

2



1.2. PROTEINS

of molecular interactions, including electrostatic potential calculations, provide

the relevant information for the Protein Interaction Property Similarity Analysis

(PIPSA) tool. The following brief introduction to Brownian dynamics provides

the background information for the Simulation of Diffusional Association (SDA)

software, which is explained as it is applied in Chapter 4. At the end of this chap-

ter, a short introduction into the field of clustering will be given, to highlight the

necessity to adapt the clustering procedure for SDA simulation results, which is

explained in Chapter 4. The chapter finishes with an introduction to webservers

and an applied webserver framework.

1.2 Proteins

Proteins represent a major component of living organisms and more than 25%

by weight of a typical living organism [1]. They are biological macromolecules

that are able to undertake an impressive variety of functions. The different three–

dimensional shapes enable proteins to act, for example, as structural proteins,

enzymes, antibodies, regulatory proteins, sensors, transporters and transducers

[2].

1.2.1 From Sequence to Structure

The function of a protein is determined by its structure, and the fundamental

building block of proteins are amino acids. The particular sequence of amino

acids in the polypeptide chain influences the overall fold. There are 20 types of

natural amino acids found in proteins, which can be distinguished by the nature

of their side chain groups. Figure 1.1 shows the chemical structure of an amino

acid, where R marks the position of the individual side chain. A polypeptide chain

of amino acids is built via peptide bonds between two amino acids by removal

of an OH from one, and an H from the next amino acid, as shown in Figure 1.2.

Therefore, the two ends of a protein are called N– and C–terminus because the

first has a unlinked NH+
3 and the the last an unlinked COO– group.

The 20 amino acids vary considerable in their properties. Table 1.1 lists the

side chains of all natural occurring amino acids, their characteristics and names.

The protein sequence is often represented by a list of residue names represented by

a 1–letter code, for example, MGKDYYQTLGLARGASDEEIKRAY is the beginning

of the human DNAJB1 J–protein (Uniprot accession: P25685).

3



1.2. PROTEINS

Polar or charged amino acids can participate in hydrogen bonding and elec-

trostatic interactions with other amino acid residues and with solvent. Non–polar

side chains interact unfavourably with water, which is called the hydrophobic ef-

fect. Those amino acids are often located together in the interior of a protein

[2].

The spontaneous folding of the polypeptide chain into a three–dimensional

structure mainly depends on the amino acid sequence, which itself is encoded in

the genes. The Central Dogma of Biology, stated by Francis Crick in 1958, de-

scribes the relation between genes and proteins, and can be summed up with the

idea that DNA makes RNA, which then makes the protein [3]. Therefore, changes

in the nucleic acid sequence in the genes (e.g. by mutation) can influence the

protein sequence, its three–dimensional structure and possibly also its function.

A group of proteins, called chaperone molecules, can assist proteins during their

folding process.

Figure 1.1: Chemical structure of an amino acid. The R marks the position of the individual amino
acid side chain.

The protein architecture can be divided into four different structural levels:

primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure. An overview of these four

levels is shown in Figure 1.3. The primary structure (Figure 1.3a) describes the

amino acid sequence of a protein. The polypeptide chain is flexible and its local

conformation is described by the secondary structure. Limitations in the angles

of the peptide bonds lead to some preferred conformations: alpha–helices (Figure

1.3b) and beta–sheets. These two types of secondary structure occur because of

hydrogen bonds between side chains and lead to a more packed conformation of

the polypeptide chain. The alpha–helix is a local structure that depends on a set

of consecutive residues in the amino acid sequence. However, beta–sheets form

4



1.2. PROTEINS

Figure 1.2: Peptide bond between two amino acids. The peptide bond is highlighted in green and
marked by an arrow.

Table 1.1: List of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids and their physicochemical features.

Amino Acids
(3-, 1-Letter Code)

Side-Chain
Polarity

Side–Chain
Charge at pH 7

Side–Chain
(R)

Alanine (Ala, A) nonpolar neutral –CH3

Arginine (Arg, R) basic polar positive –CH2CH2CH2NH–C(NH)NH2

Asparagine (Asn, N) polar neutral –CH2CONH2

Aspartic acid (Asp, D) acidic polar negative –CH2COOH
Cysteine (Cys, C) nonpolar neutral –CH2SH
Glutamic acid (Glu, E) acidic polar negative –CH2CH2COOH
Glutamine (Gln, Q) polar neutral –CH2CH2CONH2

Glycine (Gly, G) nonpolar neutral –H
Histidine (His, H) basic polar positive/neutral –CH2(C3H3N2)
Isoleucine (Ile,I) nonpolar neutral –CH(CH3)CH2CH3

Leucine (Leu,L) nonpolar neutral –CH2CH(CH3)2

Lysine (Lys, K) basic polar positive –CH2CH2CH2CH2NH2

Methionine (Met, M) nonpolar neutral –CH2CH2SCH3

Phenylalanine (Phe, F) nonpolar neutral –CH2(C6H5)
Proline (Pro, P) nonpolar neutral –CH2CH2CH2–
Serine (Ser, S) polar neutral –CH2OH
Threonine (Thr, T) polar neutral –CH(OH)CH3

Tryptophan (Trp, W) nonpolar neutral –CH2(C8H6N)
Tyrosine (Tyr, Y) polar neutral –CH2(C6H4)OH
Valine (Val, V) nonpolar neutral –CH(CH3)2

by lateral interactions, and depend on sets of residues that can be distant in the

amino acid sequence.

The spatial arrangement of the secondary structure elements, and their inter-

action patterns, are called tertiary structure, or protein fold (Figure 1.3c). The
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Figure 1.3: The four levels of protein architecture. (a) The primary structure describes the amino
acid sequence of a protein. (b) The secondary structure characterizes the local three–dimensional
sub–structures of a polypeptide backbone chain. The most common secondary structure confor-
mations are alpha–helix (shown in figure) and beta–sheet. (c) The tertiary structure is about the
spatial arrangement of the secondary structure elements of one polypeptide chain. (d) Quaternary
structure describes the three–dimensional complex of a multi–subunit protein.

tertiary structure shows how a polypeptide chain can lead to versatile structured

proteins with various functionalities and roles.

Proteins based on one polypeptide chain or subunit are called monomers.

Many proteins contain multiple subunits, which can be the same or different

monomers. The arrangement of those subunits to one complex is called the qua-

ternary structure (Figure 1.3d). Complexes of multiple monomers of the same

subunit are called homodimers, homotetramers and so forth. In case of different

monomers the complexes are called heterodimers and heterotetramers, respec-

tively.

Beside these four architectural levels, there are other descriptions of parts of

the protein. One is the protein domain, which describes a conserved part of a

protein that evolves, functions, and exists independently of the rest of the protein

chain. Those domains often serve as functional or structural units, and can be
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found across different proteins. A collection of known protein domains and func-

tional units can be found in the Conserved Domain Database (CDD) [4], together

with further annotations that provide insights into their sequence, structure, and

function relationships.

Beside the specific composition of amino acids, there are other additional com-

ponents in protein structures that influence the overall behavior of proteins. Those

components, such as ions, water molecules and small organic ligands, can be an

integral part of the three–dimensional structures, and relevant for interactions

with other molecules.

The protein folding process is a complex mechanism, and at present it is not

possible to simulate this overall process in detail with computational methods.

Nevertheless, there are methods that can predict the secondary structure of pro-

teins, for example PSIPRED [5] and JPred [6, 7]. For a summary about secondary

structure prediction and available tools, see [8, 9]. The predicted secondary struc-

tures can be identified with the DSSP tool [10], when the three–dimensional struc-

ture is available. DSSP uses three–dimensional structures to detect hydrogen–

bonds and geometric patterns, and translate these into protein secondary struc-

tures.

In Section 1.4, the prediction of three–dimensional protein structures with the

homology modeling method is described. For further insights into protein synthe-

sis, the protein structure, and the protein folding process, please read [11].

1.2.2 Features

The amino acid sequence and the folded three–dimensional structure are two, out

of many, protein characteristics. Both of them influence other comparable fea-

tures, such as the amino acid composition, protein weight and volume, and the

size of the protein. Beside these, there are other more complex features, for exam-

ple, the extinction coefficient, estimated half–life, instability index, aliphatic index

and the hydropathicity. All of them depend mainly on the amino acid sequence

and the environmental condition in which the protein is located.

One feature, which is of particular interest in this thesis is the electrostatic

potential of proteins. It influences the electrostatic interactions of proteins and

plays a crucial role in many biomolecular processes, including molecular recog-

nition and binding. Details of how the electrostatic potential of a protein can be

calculated, and which software is available are mentioned in Section 1.6.
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1.3. PROTEIN SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

All these mentioned features influence the dynamics and the functionality of a

protein and therefore their interactions with other molecules.

1.2.3 Molecular Evolution

The highly specific functionality of proteins is the result of long term molecular

evolutionary processes. The process of evolution is based on two factors that are

essential for it to occur at the molecular level. First, genes encoding for molecules

can be copied, which is relevant in the replication process of the organism. Nev-

ertheless, this copying mechanism is not perfect and the copies of the genes and

DNA are not identical to the template. These errors, as long as they occur not too

frequently and always are non–critical, are necessary to introduce variation. Sec-

ond, after replication the variation has to cause a change that increases the chance

of the organism’s survival, resulting in natural selection, because of a higher fit-

ness [12]. Nevertheless, based on sequence analyses, it was found that the rate of

protein evolution is predominantly influenced by its expression level rather than

functional importance [13].

The mentioned errors are changes in the genes that can be passed on to off-

spring and are called mutations. Different types of mutation exists, for example,

point mutations and insertions or deletions. The mutation in a gene can change

the encoded amino acid, which then can influence different features of the syn-

thesized molecule. Nevertheless, the relationship between amino acid sequence

and protein structure is quiet robust, which allows to some degree the predic-

tion of structure based on protein sequence. For this purpose, the comparison of

sequences at the amino acid level is necessary.

1.3 Protein Sequence Analysis

The sequences of amino acids in naturally occurring proteins have been through

an evolutionary selection procedure. This led to proteins with favorable properties

and functions. These functions are often conserved between species, even if the

sequences are not similar. Nevertheless, comparing the sequences of evolution-

arily related proteins from different species can highlight conserved amino acids.

These amino acids are highly likely to be involved in the functional mechanism

of the protein. To identify those conserved amino acids, the protein sequences

have to be aligned correctly and the right residues have to be compared with each
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1.3. PROTEIN SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

other. In the following, two algorithms essential in the field of sequence analysis

are described in more detail. These algorithms are also frequently used in differ-

ent ProSAT+ background processes (see Chapter 2), by applying already existing

software libraries.

1.3.1 Sequence Alignments

Protein sequence alignments are used to arrange sequences to enable the identifi-

cation of similar sequential regions that can indicate structural, functional and/or

evolutionary relationships. The alignment between two protein sequences can be

done globally or locally. A global alignment helps to find the optimal correspon-

dence between all amino acids of both sequences. Whereas the local alignment

identifies local regions with high similarity between both sequences. The local

alignment is biologically more relevant as it can help to identify evolutionary re-

lated conserved regions, even if the remaining parts of the proteins are different.

These regions, for example protein domains, can contain functional units, which

were subject to evolutionary pressures.

The Needleman and Wunsch algorithm was introduced in 1970 [14] and pro-

vides a way to generate a global pairwise sequence alignment of two proteins,

which is a correspondence between the amino acids and appropriately inserted

gaps in both sequences. The algorithm can be easily adapted to obtain a local

sequence alignment, which does not necessarily take the whole length of both

sequences into account. This adapted version is called the Smith and Waterman

algorithm and was introduced in 1981 [15].

Often it is required to increase the information content of a sequence align-

ment by adding further sequences. This is done in a multiple–sequence alignment

(MSA), which allows the comparison of N protein sequences. This also helps to

identify evolutionary conserved regions by taking protein sequence information

from several species into account.

1.3.2 BLAST

Even if the dynamic programming routines for sequence alignments are already

optimized and very efficient, there is a need for an algorithm that is able to handle
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the amount of data in the rapidly growing sequence databases. The search time

for a specific and/or similar sequence should not increase with the database size.

In 1990 the program BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) was intro-

duced by Altschul et al. [16] and is by now one of the most popular tools and

most cited papers in the field of Bioinformatics with more than 60,000 citations

(source Google Scholar). This heuristic algorithm tries to find the highest–scoring

ungapped local alignment between the query and the database sequence. The ba-

sic idea of the BLAST algorithm is to scan a database to find short words (often a

length of 3) with a similarity score above a certain threshold when they are aligned

to words in the query sequence. Those hits are then extended until the similarity

is much worse than the best hit so far. This basic algorithm has been adapted to

many variants that can be applied for specific sequence types and certain tasks.

For more details and a detailed explanation of the algorithm itself, see [16] and

[12].

1.4 Homology Modeling

Although the number of resolved structures is increasing steadily, there is still a

huge gap between the number of sequenced proteins and the number of proteins

with resolved three dimensional structures. This issue can be addressed by ap-

plying the homology modeling approach, also called comparative modeling. The

fundamental idea of homology modeling is that protein structures are quite con-

served for proteins with at least some degree of protein sequence similarity. If

proteins descend from a common ancestor and, for example, were part of a diver-

gence process they are called homologous or homologous proteins.

Besides homology modeling, other methods for protein structure prediction

exist, and have improved in recent years. Nevertheless, homology modeling still

produces the best results if an appropriate template structure is available. In case

of incomplete template structures or even if no similar structures are available

other, less precise methods, can be used. Those methods can be based on the idea

of threading or even perform ab initio structure prediction. See Pavlopoulou and

Michalopoulos [17] for a comparison and summary of available protein structure

prediction tools and methodologies.

The Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) (www.predict

ioncenter.org) experiments are aiming to establish the current state of the art in
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protein structure prediction. The CASP experiments started in 1994 with the

aim to challenge current protein structure prediction methods to identify what

progress has been made and to show where future effort should be focused.

1.4.1 General Methodology

Even if many homology modeling methods exist, they often follow a common

workflow. In the beginning, only the sequence of the protein that should be mod-

eled is known. This sequence is used to find and select a good template structure

via, for example, a BLAST search and a sequence alignment. This template struc-

ture is then used to build the model, often by using the backbone structure and side

chain modeling. For the side chain arrangement, some tools also take advantage

of side chain rotamer libraries. In case several appropriate template structures are

available, multiple models can be generated and need to be benchmarked after-

wards, often done with a structure quality score. Finally, the three–dimensional

model structures are globally optimized.

1.4.2 SWISS–MODEL

The SWISS–MODEL webserver (www.swissmodel.expasy.org) is a popular web-

server for homology modeling [18, 19, 20]. The provided webserver services

allow expert and non–expert users to generate three–dimensional modeled pro-

tein structures. It assists the user in finding appropriate template structures and

provides a quality score to evaluate the models.

The whole process includes four steps, starting with the identification of one

or more structural templates, followed by the alignment of target sequence and

template structure or set of template structures. Afterwards the models are built

and finally the models are evaluated with a quality score. These four steps can be

repeated until an appropriate protein model is found.

Some work in Chapter 4 takes advantage of the SWISS–MODEL webserver to

model three–dimensional protein domains or complete three–dimensional struc-

tures.
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1.5 Protein Binding Pocket Analysis

This section is taken from reference [21].

As early as 1894, Fischer introduced one of the first models of protein–ligand

binding using the analogy of a lock for a rigid protein binding pocket and a key

for a rigid and specific ligand to explain the interaction between an enzyme and

its substrate[22]. The limitations of this model became clear when protein crys-

tal structures were reported that showed a variety of pocket shapes for the same

receptor cocrystallized with different ligands. Indeed, a model taking receptor

flexibility into account was introduced in 1958 by Koshland [23] in which the

protein binding site adapts by "induced fit" to bind the respective ligand. A fur-

ther model, "conformational selection", in which the protein may adopt different

conformations in its unbound state and a ligand binds selectively to one of these

pre–existing conformations, was first employed to explain conformational changes

of a protein binding site arising from the binding of an allosteric ligand [24]. This

model has been supported by numerous experiments for both allosteric and non-

allosteric ligands [25, 26].

Protein dynamics occur over spatiotemporal scales ranging from atomic fluc-

tuations (∼ femtoseconds) to protein folding and subunit association (∼ seconds

to hours)[27]. The size and flexibility of the individual components of a protein

(e.g., amino acid side–chains or domains) influence the time scale over which

their motions occur. The motions of different protein elements are often coupled,

and both intrinsic protein flexibility as well as conformational adjustment to the

interacting ligand may contribute to the binding process. The importance of the

time scale of protein conformational transitions to distinguish between the two

limiting cases, induced–fit and conformational selection mechanisms, has been

highlighted in several studies [28, 29, 30]. The binding of glucose to human glu-

cokinase and of geldanamycin to heat shock protein 90 (HSP90) are two examples

where the predominant roles of the conformational selection [31] and induced fit

[32] mechanisms, respectively, were demonstrated experimentally. Further ex-

amples are reviewed by Copeland [33]. More generally, protein–ligand binding

can be considered to involve both mechanisms, but in any particular case, their

relative importance varies, as does their effect on binding
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1.5.1 Pocket Detection and Definition

To be able to bind one or more ligands, a protein pocket must possess or acquire

a number of features that complement those of potential binders. Specifically, the

volume should correspond to or exceed that of a ligand, the shape should enable

the ligand to fit in, and the physicochemical properties should complement those

of the ligand. Therefore, the main properties for characterizing a protein bind-

ing pocket are the overall geometry, the composition of amino acid residues, the

type of solvation, the hydrophobicity, the electrostatics, and the chemical frag-

ment interactions [34, 35]. These characteristics are also important for evaluation

of the pocket’s "druggability", i.e. its ability to bind a drug [36]. The position of

a ligand in the holo–structure of a protein determined experimentally can be used

to define the binding pocket and channels. Alternatively, computational methods

can be applied for this purpose. Henrich et al. [34] reviewed the most popular

computational approaches and tools to identify protein pockets and binding sites.

These methods are based on either geometric or energetic analyses of the target

protein structure, and some also use protein structure and/or sequence compari-

son. Often, the use of a combination of techniques improves predictions. This is

exemplified by the Metapocket [37] webserver, which makes predictions of bind-

ing sites from a consensus from eight different shape–based binding site detection

tools. Shape–based methods may fail if only unbound protein structures are avail-

able, and in this case, protein dynamics should be considered. Furthermore, many

protein channels and tunnels are only partially open at any given moment, and

thus approaches involving analysis of the protein flexibility are required for their

detection, for example, using crystallographic thermal factors [38, 39] or molecu-

lar dynamics (MD) simulations [40]. These methods have recently been reviewed

by Brezovsky et al.[41].

1.5.2 Pocket Comparison

Structural superimposition of protein pockets can enable the comparison of pocket

functions, even if they have, for example, different shapes or chemical features.

Whole protein structural alignment is the simplest, and a reliable approach for

finding similar pockets even if the shape is not preserved. This method can be

applied for proteins with high sequence similarity and for prion conformations
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obtained in simulations. Bietz and Rarey improved this method by developing

ASCONA, a tool to align multiple binding site conformations [42]. For cases with

sequence conservation only within the binding pocket, a rough alignment of C–

alpha atoms in combination with an analysis of amino–acid composition of the

binding sites is a more effective procedure.[43] Sierk and Kleyweg summarized

the main procedures for protein structure similarity comparison, including sim-

ilarity measurements and a list of programs [44]. For proteins with only weak

sequence/structure conservation within the pocket, comparison of the steric and

physicochemical properties of protein cavities may be the only option that can be

performed. There have been several proposed binding pocket similarity measures,

using the positions of the atoms lining the pockets, specific amino–acids defining

characteristic, contacts of the binding sites of interest, or their general physico-

chemical properties. Recently proposed comparison algorithms include methods

using a convolution kernel for comparing clouds of atoms [45], distance histogram

of specific reference points for a fast pocket comparison and classification [46], or

graph–based algorithms to find pockets with similar physicochemical or functional

behaviour [43, 47]. For more methods see also Kellenberger et al.[48] and Bar-

tolowits et al. [49].

1.6 Molecular Interaction

Analyzing molecular interactions helps to understand the functions and behavior

of proteins, and therefore assists in predicting the biological processes that a pro-

tein of unknown function is involved in. For example, if a protein of unknown

function associates with one of known function it is likely that both play a role in

the same biological pathway. Therefore, molecular interaction analysis helps to

understand biological processes and pathways.

Molecular interactions can be analyzed using experimental or computational

methods. Here, the focus will be on the computational methods. For the calcu-

lation of molecular interactions, suitable models for the corresponding forces and

energetic contributions are required. Force fields provide mathematical equations

to compute forces that act on an atom at various positions in space. In all–atom

force fields, the forces are calculated for each atom in the whole system, whereas

in a coarse grained or united–atom force fields the forces are calculated for groups

of atoms. A simple force field considers bonded and non–bonded potential ener-
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gies. The total energy (Etotal) of the system can be described as the sum of the

bonded (Ebonded) and non–bonded (Enon–bonded) terms as shown in Formula 1.1.

Etotal = Ebonded + Enonbonded (1.1)

The bonded interactions (Ebonded) include bond stretching (Ebond), bond–angle

bending (Eangle), and dihedral (Edihedral) terms, as described in Formula 1.2. The

bonded interaction term sums the forces which occur between atoms connected by

a chemical bond. These short–range interactions are stronger than non–bonded

interactions.

Ebonded = Ebond + Eangle + Edihedral (1.2)

Non–bonded interactions (Enonbonded) include the van der Waals (EvdW) and the

electrostatic (Eelectrostatics) energies, see Formula 1.3. The interactions between

atoms that are not connected by chemical bonds can be described by the Coulomb

potential for the electrostatic interactions and the Lennard–Jones potential for the

van der Waals interactions. This results in the equation shown in Formula 1.4.

Enonbonded = EvdW + Eelectrostatics (1.3)

Enonbonded =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

(
4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

+
qiqj

4πεrε0rij

)
(1.4)

The first term describes the Lennard–Jones potential, which approximates the

van der Waals interaction. εij is the depth of potential well and σij is the collision

diameter. The second term describes the Coulomb potential, where qi and qj are

the values of the charges, rij is their separation distance, ε0 is the permittivity

of free space and εr the relative dielectric constant of the medium in which the

charges are placed.

The electrostatic forces, potentials, and interactions are a main focus in this

thesis. In Chapter 4, electrostatic potentials are used to compare HSP40 pro-

teins and the electrostatic interactions are the most relevant forces for the protein

docking simulations. Therefore, the calculation for electrostatic interactions and

potentials are discussed in more details in the following.
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1.6.1 Electrostatic Potentials and Interactions

Electrostatic interactions are long range interactions. The molecular interaction

of proteins is influenced by the electrostatic potential of each protein, and plays

a crucial role in many biomolecular processes, including molecular recognition

and binding. The electrostatic potential of a protein can be calculated by solving

the nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equation (PBE), shown in Formula 1.5. Where

ε(r) is the position dependent dielectric permittivity, ρ(r) is the molecular charge

density, and qi and ni are the charge and the concentration of the i–th ionic species

in the bulk, respectively [50].

−∇ε(r)∇φ(r) = ρ(r) +
∑
i

qinie
−qi/kBT (1.5)

As solving the PBE is computationally demanding, tools based on fast nu-

merical approximation of solutions to the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation

(LPBE), shown in Formula 1.6, exist. In the Formula 1.6 the κ is the Debye–

Hückle screening length and accounts for the distribution of mobile ions in the

solvent. The effective charges are fitted to reproduce the electrostatic potential of

a solute in a homogeneous dielectric computed via solving the linearized Poisson–

Boltzmann equation in a heterogeneous dielectric [51]. Such LPBE solving tools

include the Adaptive Poisson–Boltzmann Solver (APBS) [52] and the University

of Houston Brownian Dynamics (UHBD) [53] tool, which is applied in Chapter 4.

These tools calculate and store the electrostatic potentials of solute molecules on

a grid with defined dimensions and grid spacing.

−∇ε(r)∇ϕ(r) + ε · κ2ϕ = ρ(r) (1.6)

Electrostatic interactions describes the attractive and repulsive forces between

two elements. In classical force fields, the interaction of two molecules is cal-

culated by considering the partial charges of atoms in both molecules. For this

purpose, the Coulomb’s law can be applied on the atoms, partial charges respec-

tively, in both molecules as described before. For an appropriate simulation of the

influence of the solvent, it is recommended to explicit water molecules when using

Coulomb’s law and perform the simulation in a periodic solvent box.
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1.6.2 Protein Interaction Property Similarity Analysis (PIPSA)

Comparing molecular interaction fields, such as electrostatic potentials, provides

a way to analyze the interaction properties of proteins and can be performed with

the PIPSA [54, 55, 56] software, which is also available as a webserver [57].

Electrostatic potentials play an important role during the molecular interac-

tion process. The comparison of these potentials from different proteins can help

to understand how and where molecules interact with each other. The PIPSA soft-

ware assists the user during this analysis, and provides an automatic workflow to

calculate the electrostatic potential of several proteins, compare them, and cluster

them by their electrostatic similarity. This enables the detection of proteins with

similar electrostatic potentials.

For a PIPSA analysis, the structures of the proteins need to be superimposed on

each other, and the electrostatic potential grids are then calculated for every single

protein. For this purpose, the APBS [52] or UHBD [53] tools can be used. For the

electrostatic comparison, a "skin" of thickness δ is defined around the molecules,

starting a distance σ from their van der Waals surfaces. A visualization of system

definition for PIPSA is shown in Figure 1.4.

Now, a pairwise similarity index (SI) is calculated. Formula 1.7 shows the

Hodgkin index, which is commonly used to measure the similarity of two molecu-

lar potentials.

SI12 =
2(p1,p2)

(p1,p1) + (p2,p2)
(1.7)

(p1,p2), (p1,p1), and (p2,p2) are the scalar products of the electrostatic poten-

tials over the region where the potentials are compared. This means, if if the two

potentials are identical SI12 is +1, if the potentials are uncorrelated SI12 is zero,

and if they are anti–correlated SI12 is -1.

The pairwise SI is calculated by comparing each grid point within the inter-

section of the skins of the two molecules being compared. In some cases this

intersection can be very small, or even empty. This is often the case if the protein

structures being compared have very different shapes, due to high flexibility, bad

structural alignments, or other shape influencing reasons.

The PIPSA algorithm allows a global comparison of the whole skin of the pro-

teins or a local comparison. In a local comparison, an additional center and radius

have to be defined. In this case, the similarity indices are only compared for those
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Figure 1.4: System definition for PIPSA. At all points in the "skin" of the molecule the SIs are
computed. The "skin" (pink) has a thickness δ and is defined at a distance σ (white) from the
van der Waals surface (dotted region) of the molecule. The used barstar protein (PDB ID: 1brs
[58]) for this visualization is shown in licorice and the unlabeled representation was made and
thankfully provided by Musa Özboyacı.

intersection grid points that are within the given radius around the specified cen-

ter. This option can be helpful to compare protein binding pockets or interaction

sites.

The similarity indices can be used to calculate a distance matrix and perform a

clustering procedure, as described in Section 1.7. This clustering allows proteins

with similar global or local electrostatic potentials to be group together. This is

highly relevant for the comparison of the same protein from different organisms

and allows an evolutionary analysis of electrostatic potentials, as is performed in

Chapter 4.
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1.6.3 Brownian Dynamics

Brownian motion describes the random motion of particles due to collisions with

solvent molecules. This motion can be observed with a light microscope, as first

reported by Robert Brown in 1827 [59]. The theory behind Brownian motion was

later described by Einstein [60] and Smoluchowski [61].

The dynamics of solute particles, including macromolecules, can be simulated

by the Brownian dynamics (BD) technique, which can be applied to investigate the

diffusion–driven binding processes of molecules. Random diffusion of molecules

can lead to the formation of, so called, ’encounter complexes’ which can help to

understand the initial recognition, interaction, and binding process of two or more

molecules.

Ermak and McCammon developed an algorithm that describes the translational

motion of a particle by calculating the displacement from the current position r0
during a timestep δt given the forces F(r0) that are currently acting on the particle.

A form of this algorithm, which ignores hydrodynamic interactions, is given in

Formula 1.8 where R(δt) describes a random displacement that satisfy <R> = 0

and < R2 >= 6 ·DT · δt. DT represents the translational diffusion coefficient.

r = r0 +
DT

kB · T
· F (ro) · δt+R(δt) (1.8)

One advantage of the BD technique in comparison to, for example, molecular

dynamics (MD) simulation, is that it allows the generation of trajectories on much

longer temporal and spatial scales with lower computational cost. This also allows

the simulation of bigger proteins and also multiple proteins, which is especially

relevant for simulating the crowding effects of cell components.

Here, BD simulations are applied to investigate the protein–domain interac-

tions of HSP40 domains (see Chapter 4). The most relevant reasons why the BD

technique was chosen are the huge size of one of the binding partners, the un-

known interaction site, and the number of required simulations. The Simulation

of Diffusional Association (SDA) software is a package to, besides other things,

simulate the docking process of proteins and protein–domains. A brief overview

of the SDA software, which employs the BD technique is described in the following

section.
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1.6.3.1 The Simulation of Diffusional Association (SDA) Software

The Simulation of Diffusional Association (SDA) software was initially developed

by Gabdoulline and Wade for the calculation of association rates of proteins [62,

63]. Since the first version, additional functionalities and improvements have

been implemented into the SDA software package. The latest version (SDA7 [64])

is applicable to simulate the diffusional association of two solute molecules within

a continuum solvent model. This also includes the association of a solute molecule

to an inorganic surface. In addition, SDA can be used to simulate multiple pro-

teins, which is helpful for studying the macromolecular crowding effect.

SDA can be used to calculate molecular association rate constants for known

bound complex structures. In case the bound protein complex structure is not

known, SDA can simulate a rigid docking and predict the diffusional encounter

complex. For this purpose, one protein is kept rigid and fixed in the three–

dimensional space, whereas the second protein’s (often the smaller protein) diffu-

sion is simulated by applying BD. The predicted encounter complexes can then be

used for a refinement process (e.g. with a short MD simulation) to obtain a fully

bound complex structure. The latest SDA version also allows multiple confor-

mations for both solute molecules, which integrates some kind of intramolecular

dynamics.

During the BD simulations in SDA, different force–field terms are used to model

the effect of the solvent on the interaction energies and forces. This includes the

electrostatic interaction energies (el) of two solutes, and their polar (edesolv) and

non–polar desolvation (np) energies, shown in Formula 1.9.

∆G1−2 = ∆G1−2
el + ∆G1−2

edesolv + ∆G1−2
np (1.9)

The electrostatic interaction energy between the two solute molecules are com-

puted by using Formula 1.10.

∆G1−2
el =

1

2

∑
i1

qi1Φel2(ri1) +
1

2

∑
i2

qi2Φel1(ri2) (1.10)

The Φel2(ri1) and Φel1(ri2) represent the electrostatic potentials (explained be-

fore) of molecule 1 and 2 at the effective charge site qi1 on the first molecule and

qi2 on the second. The electrostatic desolvation (edesolv) describes the effect that

the interactions of charges that lie on the surfaces of the solutes with the solvent
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decrease when two solutes come closer to each other. This can be calculated as

shown in Formula 1.11. Where qi is the effective charge on a solute and Φedesolv(r)

is the electrostatic desolvation potential. The non–polar desolvation term is no

considered in the simulations presented in this thesis, therefore they are not ex-

plained in more detail.

∆G1−2
edesolv =

∑
i1

q2i1Φedesolv2(ri1) +
∑
i2

q2i2Φedesolv1(ri2) (1.11)

The electrostatic desolvation potential (Φedesolv(r)) is approximated by the fol-

lowing Formula 1.12:

Φedesolv(r) = α
εsolute − εsolvent

εsolute(2εsolute + εsolvent)

∑
j

a3j
(1 + κrj)

2

r4j
e−2κrj (1.12)

α is an empirical parameter used to scale the interaction potential strength, κ is

the inverse Debye length, and εsolute εsolvent are the dielectric permittivity constants

of the solute and solvent, respectively.

In Chapter 4, the SDA docking method is applied to the C–terminal domain

and J–domain of the HSP40 protein family. By keeping the large CTD rigid and

applying Brownian Dynamics on the the smaller J–domain, a configurational sam-

pling of protein–domain docking is obtained and potential interaction sites are

analyzed.

1.7 Clustering

In the last few years, the topic of "Big Data Analysis" has become very popular,

as it provides the possibility to extract information from a huge set of data. This

large amount of data cannot be analyzed by hand any more, and requires new

methodologies to handle and process data. The idea to cluster data is not a new

method, and might not be appropriate for a very large amount of data because of

its computational complexity, but it is an important topic as it provides one way to

handle data and extract relevant information. Nevertheless, one should remember,

that during a clustering procedure, the information content always gets reduced

so as to be able to extract some kind of core structure or feature of the dataset.

The data that is not part of the core elements might be noise, or maybe important
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outliers that should be considered. To find a balance between data reduction and

information content is one of the biggest problems in clustering.

All clustering methods can be divided into two basic forms: partitional and

hierarchical. The basic idea of a partitional algorithm is to take a dataset with

multiple elements N, and a predefined number k of partitions to be obtained,

and return k disjoint subsets of the data representing the clusters of the dataset.

The hierarchical clustering algorithm constructs a tree, either from the bottom up

(agglomerative) by merging single data elements and groups into larger groups,

or from the top down (divisive) by splitting the data into smaller groups. Often

the root of the tree represents the whole data set and the leaves are the single

data elements. In those trees, the branch lengths are often directly related to

the measured distance between the joined or split elements/groups. By cutting

the tree at a meaningful level a relevant partitioning of the data can be derived.

Beside these two basic clustering forms there exist many variants on one of the

two, or a mixture of both.

In the following, general information about clustering will be explained, for a

more detailed overview about clustering procedures in the field of bioinformatics

and drug discovery, read the book by John D. and Norah E. MacCuish [65].

1.7.1 Data Types and Distance Measures

The type of data plays an important role in deciding which clustering method

and distance measure should be used. There are four different basic data types

to be distinguished: binary, ordinal, continuous and categorical data. Depending

on the data type an appropriate measurement for the similarity or dissimilarity of

two data elements is necessary. Actually, many measures exist that quantitatively

measure how similar or dissimilar two data elements are. Most of these measures

are symmetric, which is also required for many clustering algorithms. This means

that the distance between point x and y, d(x,y), is the same as between point y
and x, d(y,x). Some distance measures are, for example, the Tanimoto measure

(binary data), Manhattan distance (continuous data), or the Pearson correlation

coefficient (continuous data). For more details and further measurements, see

[65]. Another example for a measurement of continuous data is the Euclidean

distance. It is a popular, intuitive, and easy to understand geometry based measure

that describes how near or far two elements are in space. The distance d for
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elements representing data points x and y in Euclidean space with dimension P
can be calculated as follows:

d =

√√√√ P∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2 (1.13)

In this context one of the most commonly used distance measures in the field of

protein structures should be mentioned – the root–mean–square deviation (RMSD).

It is an adaption of the Euclidean distance (see Formula 1.14) to measure the av-

erage distance δ between N atoms in (superimposed) protein three–dimensional

structures.

RMSD =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(δi)2 (1.14)

1.7.2 Clustering Algorithms

Many algorithms are available for partitional and hierarchical clustering. The most

appropriate one has to be chosen according to the data type, distance measure,

and the required type of results. Here, the basic ideas of the most commonly used

ones, and those applied in this thesis will be briefly described. This includes K–

means as a partitional algorithm, and average linkage and Ward’s clustering as

hierarchical algorithms.

1.7.2.1 K–Means Clustering

The most popular partitional algorithm is K–means. The goal of the K–means

clustering algorithm is to divide a data set into k meaningful partitions. This

means, that the number of clusters needs to be defined at the beginning, and the

number of clusters is not influenced by the data itself.

At the beginning, the algorithm generates k arbitrary centers within the feature

space of all elements in the data set. These centers can be actual, or artificial, data

points. In an initial process, all data points are assigned to the nearest neighbor

center. For the assigned groups around each center, a new center is calculated

based on the means. In an iterative process, the data points are assigned to the

updated centers and afterwards the centers are updated again. Therefore, the ele-

ments in the each group will change until the process converges and the groups do

not change anymore. It is also possible to define a maximum number of iterations.
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1.7.2.2 Average Linkage Clustering

The average linkage clustering, also known as UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group

Method with Arithmetic Mean) is an hierarchical clustering method, which defines

the distance between two clusters as the average distance between all pairs of

cluster elements. The idea of the average linkage criterion originated with Sokal

and Michener in 1958 [66].

As in many agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms, the average link-

age method starts with the definition of a triangular matrix showing the similarity

or distance between each pair of the N data elements. Afterwards the pair with the

most similar elements, meaning with the smallest distance are grouped together.

The matrix is updated according to the Formula 1.15. The linkage criterion, which

is determined by the average distance of each pair of elements (d(a,b)) in both

clusters, is applied in every clustering repetition step for the merged cluster (A

and B). Based on the linkage criterion, the average linkage clustering tends, in

general, to join clusters with small variances, and is slightly biased towards pro-

ducing clusters with the same variance.

1

|A|+ |B|
∑
a∈A

∑
b∈B

d(a, b) (1.15)

1.7.2.3 Ward’s Clustering

Similar to the average linkage clustering, Ward’s clustering is also an agglomer-

ative hierarchical algorithm. It was introduced by Joe Ward in 1963 [67]. This

clustering is based on Ward’s minimum variance criterion, which minimizes the

total variance within each cluster. During the initialization step, the distances in

the matrix are often defined to be the squared Euclidean distance between points.

Afterwards, in every clustering step, two clusters are merged together that lead to

a minimum increase in the total variance of all clusters. For an implementation

of the Ward’s clustering method, the Lance–Williams algorithm can be applied, as

described in detail in [68, 69].

1.8 Webserver Interfaces

Scientific webservers have become more and more popular in recent decades, as

they provide easy access to scientific software. Scientific software often requires
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some knowledge and experience regarding the execution and appropriate input

parameters. Therefore, new users or beginners often have problems to use new

scientific software.

Webservers can help to overcome these problems by assisting the user, guiding

through the preparation and analysis steps. This also allows a restriction on the

user input, and therefore reduces commonly occurring errors, or meaningless re-

sults because of wrong user inputs. Providing scientific software via webservers

makes them easily accessible to expert and non–expert users in an user–friendly

way. Furthermore, when software is updated, an update is only necessary on the

webserver, and all users have immediate access to the new software version. This

allows quick updates, even for small changes, and makes it easy to maintain the

software.

A new webserver should be user friendly, clearly structured, and simple to use.

To accomplish this, it is helpful to use a framework to build the webserver. All

new developed webservers in this thesis use the Play Framework (www.playframe

work.com), and take advantage of JavaScript (JS) and cascading style sheets

(CSS). Furthermore, all of the presented webservers use one of the most popular

HTML, CSS, and JS frameworks for webservers, called Bootstrap (www.getboots

trap.com). This additional framework makes it easier to design modern–looking,

well–structured user interfaces, with additional JS based functionality and anima-

tions. This is especially useful to keep a neat page layout, even if a lot of data

needs to be displayed to the user.

1.8.1 Play Framework

The Play Framework (www.playframework.com) is based on the model–view–

controller (MVC) architecture pattern, which is popular for desktop graphical user

interfaces in web applications. MVC divides the application into three intercon-

nected parts, and separates server internal information (stored in the models)

from those visible for the user (shown in the view). The communication between

the "models" and the "view" is done by the "controller". This allows a clear struc-

ture of the web server that can easily be extended.

The Play Framework is based on Java and Scala, and integrates existing Java

libraries for core functionality, such as data storage. Furthermore, integrating

commonly used Java and Java Script libraries, as well as, CSS is also possible.
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2
Visualization of Sequence
Annotations on Protein Structure

Sections of this chapter are based on the following publication:

Antonia Stank, Stefan Richter, Rebecca C. Wade. ProSAT+: visualizing sequence

annotations on 3D structure. Protein Engineering, Design and Selection, (2016)

29:281-284

Visualizations shown in some figures in this chapter are part of the above men-

tioned reference and were initially done by myself and are published in this thesis

with a license agreement with Oxford University Press.

Text sections taken and adapted from the above mentioned references are marked

in the beginning of a section. This text was initially written by me and went

through the review process of all authors.

2.1 Introduction

The growing amount of protein sequence, structure and annotation data provides

an ever richer basis for making discoveries and solving research problems. How-

ever, to make sense of these data, it is necessary to assemble information on the

sequence, structure and annotation for simultaneous visualization and analysis.

Doing this by hand can be quite tedious and error-prone, as it is necessary to

ensure that the data assembling is correct. It is a complex process that requires

expert knowledge about the different data sources and data formats.
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Despite the complexity, it is worth while to invest in this data assembling pro-

cess as the two web servers, ProSAT [70] and ProSAT2 [71], could already show.

ProSAT uses sequence annotation data from SwissProt [72] and predicted se-

quence patterns and feature/functional sites from Prosite [73] to map them via se-

quence alignment onto the 3D protein structure. Following the success of ProSAT,

the ProSAT2 web server was introduced that further includes sequence annota-

tions from the UniProt KnowledgeBase [74] and the BRENDA enzyme informa-

tion system [75]. ProSAT2 also introduced new functionalities to select residues

annotated with certain criteria and visualization of user-prepared annotations.

Over the last ten years, the amount of sequence entries including sequence an-

notations stored in the UniProt KnowledgeBase grew enormously. In 2006, when

ProSAT2 was published, there were less than 5 million sequence entries in the

UniProt database, whereas the latest release (November 2016) contained more

than 71 million sequence entries (source: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/TrEMBL

stats). This impressive amount of sequence information leads to the fact that the

UniProt database is probably the best known data source for protein sequence

information today.

In the case of 3D protein structure data, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [76]

(www.rcsb.org) is the most prominent data source. The content of this database

also increased in the last ten years from around 40,000 structures in 2006 up to

more than 125,000 in 2017 (source http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/statistics/content

GrowthChart.do?content=total).

Existing web servers using databases containing sequence and structure data

automatically benefit from the continuous increase in data. Furthermore, the

significance of using, assembling and analysing those data becomes more and

more important. Therefore, other web servers for visualizing sequence annota-

tions on protein structures were developed, such as AMASS [77] and Aquaria

[78]. Both display the protein structure with the Java-based Jmol application

(www.jmol.org), which requires Java to be installed on the client side and often

leads to security issues, meaning that the user can encounter problems trying to

run the application in the browser. The RCSB PDB web server [76] provides sev-

eral viewers including the JavaScript-based JSmol (www.sourceforge.net/projects/

jsmol) and the WebGL (Web Graphics Library) based NGL viewer [79], allowing

an easy-to-use and fast 3D structure inspection. However, annotated sequence

features cannot be displayed on these structural views. Protter [80] is a web tool
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for visualizing protein sequence and topology, but not the 3D structure, together

with sequence or other annotations. The UCSF Chimera visualization program

for molecular structures [81] provides sequence feature annotations from UniProt

on 3D structures but, as a standalone program, it requires installation and user

experience.

A new web server was developed for visualizing sequences and sequence an-

notations simultaneously on a protein structure that incorporates key features of

ProSAT and ProSAT2 as well as significant new capabilities for handling, visual-

izing and sharing of the data. The new Protein Structure Annotation Tool-plus

(ProSAT+) [82] web server was developed to assist both expert and non-expert

users with analyzing protein sequence annotations in the context of the corre-

sponding 3D protein structure. It is as available at: http://prosat.h-its.org/ and

provides a combination of some of the features of the above-mentioned tools. The

index page of the ProSAT+ webserver contains the initial input fields to search for a

protein structure and is shown in Figure 2.1. In addition, ProSAT+ allows mapping

of user-defined and functionally classified sequence annotations on the structure,

the opportunity to export these via URL, and the transfer of sequence annotations

from similar sequences found with BLAST+ [83] (version 2.2.29). Furthermore,

the specific URLs enable the easy integration in any other web application and can

therefore be used as a module that provides a set of additional features.

In the following sections, the data sources used in ProSAT+ are explained in

more detail. Then the whole workflow and technical details are described. This is

followed by an example usage, and a discussion and an outlook on future features

is given.

2.2 Data Sources

The main focus of ProSAT+ is to assemble data from different sources and visu-

alize them simultaneously in an easy to use way. The UniProt database serves all

available sequence annotations for a specific protein, which are then mapped on

the 3D structure that is available from the PDB. This mapping procedure requires

an alignment of the two sequences, one in the UniProt entry and one in the PDB

entry. The SIFTS database [84] contains, besides much other information, pre-

calculated sequence alignments. This allows a quick and reliable mapping of all

sequence annotations available in the UniProt entry on the 3D protein structure
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from the PDB. All three databases are introduced and some technical functionali-

ties that are used in ProSAT+ are discussed in detail in the following sections.

2.2.1 Universal Protein Resource (UniProt)

The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) [85] was launched in 2003 and pub-

lished for the first time in 2004 [86]. It is an initiative of the UniProt consortium,

including the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), the Swiss Institute of

Bioinformatics (SIB), and the Protein Information Resource (PIR). It hosts about

71 million sequences. It can be reached under www.uniprot.org and oday it is

the most prominent resource for protein sequence and annotation data. UniProt

consists of four main components: UniProtKB, UniRef, UniParc and UniMes [87].

The fundamental component is the UniProt Knowledge Base (UniProtKB) con-

taining the sequence data. Besides the UniProtKB TrEMBL where the data is mined

automatically by advanced computer algorithms, the UniProtKB is comprised of

the UniProtKB Swiss-Prot. Here, the high quality data is manually curated and

non-redundant. The aim of UniProtKB is to provide all available information about

a protein including splice variants, polymorphims or post translational modifica-

tions. Also protein families and groups are provided.

Figure 2.1: Index page of the ProSAT+ webserver. Structures for mapping sequence annotations
can be searched by PDB ID, UniProt accession number, or DNA/Protein sequence.
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Each sequence that is included to the database is assigned an unique and con-

served accession number (AC), which is a stable identifier of 6 or 10 alphanu-

merical characters. The entry name is another unique identifier often containing

relevant information about the entry. The accession number enables a unique URL

request to the UniProt server to obtain a file in XML format containing all data of

this entry. This so called representational state transfer (REST) request is used in

ProSAT+.

Additional services of the UniProt webserver provide an easy usage and com-

parison of sequence data for all researchers. The reviewed and non-reviewed data

are regularly updated in the database and the amount of data is growing every

month. UniProt provides a state of the art web interface making it convenient

for researchers from different scientific fields to access and find relevant data and

information.

2.2.2 Protein Data Bank

The Protein Data Bank (PDB) [76] was established in 1971 at Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory and is the most popular archive for information about the three

dimensional molecular structures, of proteins and nucleic acids. This data comes

from all found organisms and different species and is freely available to all users.

Three dimensional structures of molecules enable a detailed analysis of the molec-

ular function and interaction with other molecules, for example, drugs. The PDB

includes molecular structures of several sizes, including small sub-domains of pro-

teins up to huge complexes of multiple proteins.

Each structure entry has a unique ID (PDB ID) that helps to find the 3D struc-

ture in the database at: www.rcsb.org. The PDB archive is updated weekly and

the website assists users to perform simple and complex queries on the data, ana-

lyze, and visualize the results. In addition the webserver provides several services

including RESTful web services that allow an easy and structured access to PDB

entries and their information and data. One of these is called ’describeMol’ and it is

a querying tool which sends descriptions of the entities that are contained in a PDB

file. This service can be accessed, for example, via http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/rest/

describeMol?structureId=4hhb for the PDB ID 4hhb. This ’describeMol’ service is

used in the ProSAT+ webserver to receive and extract general information for the

displayed structure.
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2.2.3 Structure Integration with Function, Taxonomy and Se-

quence

The Structure Integration with Function, Taxonomy and Sequence database (SIFTS

DB) [84] was established in a collaboration between the Protein Data Bank in Eu-

rope (PDBe) and UniProt. The database provides a mapping between UniProt and

PDB entries on residue-level and is updated every week after the PDB update. It

also includes annotation data from the IntEnz [88], GO [89], Pfam [90], InterPro

[91], SCOP [92], CATH [93] and PubMed [94] resources.

For each PDB entry, the SIFTS pipeline is applied, which consists of two main

components. First, an automated process to identify the correct UniProtKB cross-

references for each protein chain in the structure is applied. Afterwards, an auto-

mated pipeline produces a residue-based correspondence between the protein se-

quence in the PDB and the corresponding UniProtKB sequence. The data is stored

and distributed as a XML file in the FTP server ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/

msd/sifts. For more details see Velankar et al. [84].

The residue based mapping of the PDB and UniProt protein sequences is used

in the ProSAT+ webserver as it provides a fast, reliable and easy to access resource

for mapping each residue in the protein sequence to the correct residue in the

protein structure.

2.3 ProSAT+ Workflow

This section is taken from reference [82].

The ProSAT+ web server is implemented in Java on the server side and uses the

Play framework 2.4 together with the Twitter Bootstrap (version 3.3.6) for the

HTML front-end, thereby allowing a simple-to-use and clear interface.

ProSAT+ is designed to be modular and extensible. The overall workflow of

ProSAT+ is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Initially, it is necessary for the user to define

the protein of interest. This user input can be in the form of PDB ID codes, UniProt

[85] accession/entry names or a protein or DNA sequence. In the case of a PDB

ID code, the referenced UniProt accession in the RCSB PDB entry, obtained from

the RCSB PDB RESTful web service called describeMol, is used for linking to the

Uniprot entry and extracting the sequence and sequence annotations. If a UniProt
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Figure 2.2: The ProSAT+ pipeline integrates user input data (ellipses) and data from databases
(cylinders) by data processing (rectangles) to enable visualization of the protein structure and se-
quence annotations (rectangle) and output of the associated data (ellipses). Figure was published
in reference [82].

accession/entry name is provided, its link to the PDB is followed to access struc-

tural information. If several PDB entries are given in the UniProt entry, the user

can select one PDB entry from a given list. If no protein structure is listed in the

UniProt entry, the sequence is extracted and a BLAST search against the section of

UniProt containing links to the PDB is performed. If a protein or DNA sequence

is provided initially, the sequence is again used for a BLAST search against the

UniProt section with links to the PDB. In both cases, the user can select a match-

ing UniProt accession for which a 3D structure is available.

Once the PDB and UniProt entries are defined, the corresponding SIFTS [84]

mapping XML file containing the validated sequence mapping between the se-

quence in the PDB structure file and the sequence in the UniProt entry is down-

loaded by ProSAT+. This mapping file is important since the mapping of the PDB

and UniProt sequences regarding the sequence numbering can be shifted. Such

sequence numbering differences can present a major problem for manual map-

ping of sequence annotations to structures and can lead to the wrong mapping

of these annotations on the structures. A correct mapping of the two sequences
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can be achieved with the regularly updated and precalculated SIFTS mapping. All

sequence annotations are extracted from the UniProt entry using its XML format

and, together with the SIFTS mapping file, all annotations can be displayed at the

correct residue number on the visualized PDB entry using JSmol. In some cases,

there are only a few sequence annotations in the UniProt entry for a specific pro-

tein. Therefore, ProSAT+ offers the possibility to search for evolutionarily related

proteins using BLAST+ and to map their sequence annotations onto the protein

structure of interest. For this UniProt sequence mapping, the alignment module

of the BioJava project (substitution matrix: PAM250, gap open penalty: 6, gap

extension penalty: 1) [95] is used. The UniProt annotations are shown using a

functional classification [71] in a sliding side panel on the web page as well as on

a sequence display in the main window.

The 3D protein structure visualization with the Java Script-based JSmol can be

enriched by user annotations that can be defined by the user directly in a URL and

shared with others, for example, for publishing or sending to a project partner. In

this case, it might be helpful to copy the URL into an external URL shortener (e.g.

http://goo.gl) and use the short URL afterward. The use of JSmol, rather than

the Java-based Jmol application for visualizing the protein structure, which was

used in the predecessors of ProSAT+, ProSAT and ProSAT2, means that there is no

requirement for Java to be installed on the client side and the associated security

issues are avoided.

ProSAT required the prior assembly of data from many sources, e. g. the PQS

database [96] and SwissProt [72]. In ProSAT+, the approach taken is to collect

and pool the data only when it is needed. This has the advantage that the data are

always up to date and do not need any regular internal database updates of the

web server except for the UniProt sequences in FASTA format used for BLAST+

searches. In the case of data format changes in external data sources, some work

might be necessary in ProSAT+ to maintain compatibility. However, since the well-

defined XML formats for UniProt, SIFTS and PDB header information are used,

this is anticipated to be straightforward.

In the structure visualization mode, the user is provided with information

about the protein of interest and can change the structure representation. A se-

quence scroll bar contains information about the UniProt and PDB sequence map-

ping, the residue numbers, and available sequence annotations. A short motif

search interface makes it possible to find specific protein sequence motifs via a
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regular expression search and to highlight them on the protein structure. A side

panel gives an overview of all available sequence annotations for different cate-

gories, for example, binding sites or residues annotated as natural variants. Using

a check box, it is possible to select all annotations of one category at once. The

selected annotations are visualized and labeled on the 3D structure. Various pre-

defined structure representations can be selected from the menu, but it is also

possible to use specific JSmol commands by opening the JSmol console. The fi-

nal visualization can be exported as a picture or a 3D model (.x3d format). A

documentation page is included in the web server where all elements of the visu-

alization are described in detail.

2.4 Example Usage

This section is taken and adapted from reference [82].

The usability of ProSAT+ is demonstrated by way of an example application to

hemoglobin, shown in Figure 2.3. Hemoglobin is a well studied protein because

of its relevance in oxygen transportation and sickle-cell anemia. Assuming there

is an interest in a specific variant and there is a need to understand why this vari-

ant is associated with a certain phenotype. The PDB ID code 1j7y [97] represents

the structure of the hemoglobin heterotetramer containing two alpha subunits

(UniProt accession: P69905) and two beta subunits (UniProt accession: P68871).

This PDB ID code can be entered in the ProSAT+ search interface, the structure is

visualized and the sequence information for the four chains is shown.

One feature of ProSAT+ can be seen by selecting the second residue (’V’) in

the sequence scroll bar. The residue is highlighted and labeled in the 3D structure

and one can see that the residue numbers in the UniProt and PDB sequence differ

by one. Further, the two different types of subunit also have different UniProt

accessions meaning that they have different sequence annotations. ProSAT+ au-

tomatically extracts all data from both UniProt entries and they can be visualized

simultaneously on the 3D structure. This functionality can be important for se-

quence annotations in the binding interface of the different subunits. To look up a

hemoglobin variant called ’M-Boston/M-Osaka’ in the alpha subunit one can open

the side panel by using the ProSAT+ logo or the ’show features panel’ button and

select chain A, the different categories of sequence annotations are listed and, in
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Figure 2.3: Screenshots illustrating the use of ProSAT+. In this example, functional sites in
the hemoglobin heterotetramer are explored. The user enters a PDB ID code, here 1j7y, and
is provided with an annotated visualization of the protein structure. The sequence scroll bar
and the sliding side panel can be used to select specific functional residues and find sequence
annotations. The four subunits (Chain A-D) of this heterotetramer are represented with different
colors (yellow, pink, blue and green) and the sequence annotations of the two corresponding
Uniprot entries are listed in the side panel. See text for details. Figure was published in reference
[82].

the ’variant’ section, the one of interest can be found. The additional informa-

tion that this variant leads to a decrease in oxygen-binding affinity can be verified

through the link to SwissVar [98]. By selecting this annotation, the corresponding

histidine at position 59 is visualized and labeled in the 3D structure. The amino

acid is near to the bound heme (HEM) ligand of the corresponding subunit. In

the category ’binding’, two annotated residues can be found and by selecting both,

one can see that not only does the histidine at position 59 bind the heme iron at

the distal position but the histidine at position 88 is also annotated as relevant for

binding and binds the heme iron at the proximal position. This multiple residue

annotation can also be seen in the sequence scroll bar. ProSAT+ allows the user

to share relevant annotations with collaboration partners by simply defining the

identified amino acid residue, e.g. at position 59, together with an annotation,

and create a URL using the Generate URL menu function. This URL can be sent
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around or published (e.g. after the use of a URL shortener like http://goo.gl).

Opening this URL will show all manually added annotations visualized on the 3D

structure.

2.5 Discussion and Outlook

The immense growth of available data makes it more and more imperative to

combine data from different sources, which in turn allows new discoveries and

answers in fields which would not be able to be answered with the single data

sources.

The ProSAT+ webserver is one example where the combination of data from

different sources leads to an increased information content. Protein sequence an-

notations often represent the state of the art knowledge about the molecular func-

tionality of a protein. The mapping of this data on the three-dimensional protein

structure allows researchers to better investigate and understand the overall func-

tion of a protein. ProSAT+ provides users with additional features, for example

sequence motif search, to simplify common tasks while analyzing proteins regard-

ing their sequence, structure, and function. Furthermore, the design of ProSAT+

allows the creation of a specific URL that directly links to a structure visualization

that can include known and user-defined sequence annotations. This enables a

ProSAT+ link to be referenced whenever structure visualization is helpful or spe-

cific amino acid residues are discussed, such as in a publication or another web-

server. This specific URL allows the integration of the ProSAT+ service into any

other webserver with a pre-defined structure and highlighted, annotated residues.

This feature is already applied in the LigDig [99] and TRAPP webservers [100]. In

case of the LigDig webserver, residues that were applied during a protein binding

superposition procedure are forwarded via this specific ProSAT+ URL and can be

inspected in context of sequence annotations in the ProSAT+ webserver. In case

of the TRAPP webserver, the ProSAT+ functionality is incorporated as an iframe

module (an html element with content of another website) and allows the analysis

of protein binding pocket dynamics in parallel with protein sequence annotations.

Even if the amount of data is increasing steadily, ProSAT+ highly depends on

the availability of sequence annotation data in databases or from the user. Many

databases do not allow the visualization of their data on external webservers,

which unfortunately limits the possibility to include such data in ProSAT+. Nev-
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ertheless, the modular design of ProSAT+ means that in the future other sources

of sequence and structural annotation data can readily be incorporated for display

in ProSAT+. These annotations could provide diverse types of information, for

example, on sequence conservation and protein dynamics, which would comple-

ment the information on sequence variants. The ProSAT+ webserver thus provides

a user-friendly tool that can be adapted for different application scenarios and

should be of value for non-expert and expert users alike.
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Protein Binding Pockets

Sections of this chapter are based on the following publications and manuscript:

Antonia Stank, Daria B. Kokh, Jonathan C. Fuller and Rebecca C. Wade. Pro-

tein Binding Pocket Dynamics. Account of Chemical Research, (2016) 49:809-815

Jonathan C. Fuller, Michael Martinez, Stefan Henrich, Antonia Stank, Stefan Rich-

ter and Rebecca C. Wade. LigDig: a web server for querying ligand–protein inter-

actions. Bioinformatics, (2015) 31:1147-1149

Antonia Stank, Daria B. Kokh, Max Horn, Elena Sizikova, Rebecca Neil, Joanna Pa-

necka, Stefan Richter and Rebecca C. Wade. TRAPP webserver: predicting protein

binding site flexibility and detecting transient binding pockets. (2017) Submitted.

Visualizations shown in some figures in this chapter are part of one of the above

mentioned references and were initially done by myself, or made by the person

mentioned in the figure legend.

Text sections taken and adapted from one of the above mentioned references are

marked in the beginning of a section. This text was initially written by me and

went through the review process of all authors.
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3.1 Introduction

Computational simulations of protein interactions became more and more relevant

in the last decades, as they allow a precise analysis and provides the possibility to

understand molecular interactions in more detail. Protein binding pockets are also

in focus of these simulations. The additional knowledge of how a protein interacts

with and reacts to another molecule is very important to understanding the overall

protein functionality. Therefore, it is also the starting point to finding new ways

to prevent specific protein interactions or to inactivate the whole protein, which is

relevant to designing new drugs.

The field of computer aided drug design (CADD) has its beginning some dec-

ades ago. CADD often covers and assist several steps during the modern drug

design process. One part of CADD is based on protein structure and sequence

data. Several methodologies exist that, for example, can detect binding sites,

calculate physicochemical properties of a binding site and a drug molecule, or

simulate the whole binding process. High throughput docking simulations can

help to reduce the number of molecules that are considered experimentally as

possible candidates for a new drug. The computational docking of a protein–

ligand (e.g. a drug) interaction takes many parameters into account (e.g. volume,

size, shape, hydrophobic residues and charge) and can therefore be used to screen

several thousands of candidates and discard those where the ligand features do not

fit with those of the protein binding pocket. The more parameters can be taken

into account during these simulation processes, the more realistic are the obtained

results. One factor that was ignored for a long time, because it was computational

too demanding, is the protein dynamics and its flexibility in the binding pocket.

Additional computer power and better algorithms nowadays allow to simulate this

flexibility. Available software and algorithms are discussed later in this chapter.

Nevertheless, the simulation of an individual binding process for several thousands

of drug candidates in high throughput screening is still not possible, but is the

overall goal in the field of CADD.

This chapter gives a brief introduction to protein interactions and the align-

ment of protein binding pockets. Then it focuses on the computational analysis of

protein binding pockets, their dynamics and classification, as well as the influence

of the dynamics on the binding kinetics. At the end, a new webserver is presented
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that allows the simultaneous analysis of protein binding pockets, the detection of

transient pockets, and the visualization of sequence conservation and annotations.

3.1.1 Significance of Protein Interactions

In living organisms, the communication on the molecular level is highly depen-

dent on interactions. Biological pathways are a cascade of several interactions

that allow, besides many others, the regulation of reactions, processes, and level

of concentration of molecules and cellular components. Without these interactions

the whole molecular network in living organisms would not be possible and most

probably life on earth would not exist. A better understanding of this highly com-

plex interaction network helps to understand different kinds of diseases where,

for example, a key component of a biological pathway is missing or not functional

anymore, because of a mutation. The analysis of a specific molecular interaction

is the beginning of finding ways to influence it with, for example, a new drug.

3.1.2 Functional Impact of Protein Interactions

Proteins can form several different types of molecular interactions, which may in-

fluence the molecular functionality of the protein itself and/or of the correspond-

ing binding partner. The cascade of molecular reactions and complete biological

pathways are highly dependent on these specific molecular interactions, which

take place at the binding interface and provide compatible molecular properties

for the respective binding.

The protein–protein interaction describes the binding of two proteins to form a

molecular complex. Big molecular machineries are often built of several proteins

that bind together to form a functional machine that is only able to perform as a

complex. The protein–protein interaction sites are often shallow depressions or

protrusions on the surface of a protein.

Another very important type of protein interaction is the binding of small

molecules, including drugs and other low molecular weight ligands. This bind-

ing is especially relevant for the activation, inhibition, or substrate binding of

enzymes. This interaction often takes place in more cavity like regions of the pro-

tein, as the ligand can bind more easily for a longer time in this protected area.

These so called binding pockets are discussed and classified in more detail in the

following sections of this chapter with a focus on their dynamics.
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The functionality of proteins can also depend on the binding of ions, which

often play a crucial role in the interaction with other molecules. One example

are the class A HSP40 proteins, whose protein–domain interaction is analyzed in

detail in chapter 4. This class of proteins bind zinc (ZN) ions at a zinc–finger–like

region (ZFLR) that also contributes to substrate recognition and binding [101].

Another type of protein interaction is the binding to inorganic surfaces. This

is relevant for different organisms that live attached to surfaces (e.g. mussels

to mineral rocks [102]), but also plays a crucial role in nanobiotechnology and

therefore simulating such protein–surface interactions also became an important

research field [103, 104]. One main question for the interaction with a surface is if

it influences the interaction with other proteins and therefore affects experimental

results.

With the increasing computing power, the simulation of larger systems be-

comes possible. Therefore, the interaction of a protein with a membrane is also in

focus of researchers. This is relevant to understand the functionality of membrane-

bound proteins and especially transmembrane proteins. Examples for this special

group of proteins are transmembrane receptors, ion channels, or membrane trans-

port proteins. Cytochrome P450 is a membrane-bound protein and is relevant for

drug metabolism and sterol biosynthesis. A detailed analysis of the functionality

of Cytochrome P450 in the context of the membrane was done by Yu et al. [105]

and helps to understand the whole drug metabolism process.

3.2 Protein Binding Pocket Alignment

The comparison of protein binding sites can be useful to understand the func-

tionality of a protein for which no molecular functionality is known. In case the

binding site has a high similarity to another protein for which, for example, bind-

ing partners are known, this can be helpful to understand the functionality and

binding behavior. For this purpose, different algorithms are available to find and

align protein binding pockets. A brief introduction to protein pocket comparison

tools was given in section 1.5. Here, the focus is on one specific protein binding

pocket alignment tool called ProBiS [43], which is integrated in a protein pocket

comparison module in the LigDig webserver [99]. After a detailed description of

the ProBiS algorithm, the LigDig webserver is briefly introduced with the main

focus on the binding site alignment module.
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3.2.1 ProBiS

The Protein Binding Site (ProBiS) [43] algorithm is designed to take advantage of

locally similar three–dimensional patterns of physicochemical properties on the

surface of a protein to detect similar protein binding sites. The great benefit

of this tool is that it can find and also superimpose binding sites, which have a

low sequence identity or a low global structural conservation. The ProBiS algo-

rithm is available as a webserver and can also be downloaded and executed locally

(http://probis.cmm.ki.si/).

The basic function of ProBiS is to take a query protein structure and compare

it pairwise with other protein structures. For this purpose, a preparation step is

required in which all residues on the protein surface are identified, based on an al-

gorithm that finds solvent accessible surface atoms [106]. These residues are then

represented as a graph of vertices and edges in a three–dimensional space. Each

vertix replaces one functional group of a protein surface residue and has a label

based on the following physicochemical classification: hydrogen bond acceptor

(AC), hydrogen bond donor (DO), mixed acceptor/donor (ACDO), aromatic (PI)

and aliphatic (AL) [47]. Afterwards, these graphs are used to produce a product

graph for each pair of proteins. One vertex in this product graph represents a pair

of vertices with identical physicochemical properties in the two compared graphs.

Vertices in the product graph are connected with an edge if the corresponding

vertices in the two initial graphs are positioned below a threshold distance apart

(default <2 Å) [107]. The resulting product graph can be considered as a rep-

resentation of all different rotations and translations of one protein graph onto

the other. The maximum clique in the product graph represents the rotational and

translational change that is required to superimpose the largest number of vertices

in the two protein graphs onto each other. The two protein structures are super-

imposed by using the information stored in the product graph. For more details

about the algorithm see, [43].

3.2.2 The LigDig Webserver

The LigDig webserver is designed to assist researchers to answer questions that

previously required several independent queries to diverse data sources. Further-

more, it performs basic manipulations and analyses of the structures of protein–

ligand complexes. The LigDig webserver is designed to be modular and consists
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of seven tools, which can be used separately, or by linking the output from one

tool to another, in order to answer more complex questions. These tools allow

users to: (1) perform a free–text compound search, (2) search for suitable lig-

ands, particularly inhibitors, of a protein and query their interaction network, (3)

search for the likely function of a ligand, (4) perform a batch search for com-

pound identifiers, (5) find structures of protein–ligand complexes, (6) compare

three–dimensional structures of ligand binding sites and (7) prepare coordinate

files of protein–ligand complexes for further calculations [99]. Figure 3.1 shows

the homepage of the LigDig webserver with the seven different modules. In addi-

tion, a link to the external ProSAT+ webserver is also included on the front page, as

it provides a service that is related to the overall functionality of the LigDig web-

server. LigDig is freely available and the source code can be downloaded here:

http://mcm.h-its.org/ligdig. The integration of the ProSAT+ feature and the im-

plementation of the binding site based superposition of protein structures (module

six) were developed in context of the presented work and therefore described in

more detail here.

Module number six assists users to compare the three–dimensional structures

of ligand binding sites and for this purpose the previously described ProBiS algo-

rithm is applied. The user can enter a list of at least two PDB IDs. The correspond-

ing protein structures are downloaded from the RCSB website and information

about the number of chains, residues, and bound ligands are extracted. This in-

formation is listed in a table and the user can select the query protein or the query

binding site by selecting a bound ligand. Afterwards the other protein structures

are superimposed on the query protein by using the ProBiS algorithm. The re-

sulting aligned structures and their highlighted binding site residues and ligands

are viewed online using the JSMol viewer (www.sourceforge.net/projects/jsmol).

In Figure 3.2, an example result and the visualization in the LigDig webserver is

shown.

Based on the modular design of the LigDig webserver, the binding site compar-

ison tool could be linked with module number five that assists users to search for

structures of protein–ligand complexes. This enables a user to search for structures

binding to a certain ligand and afterwards to select several protein structures to

align their binding sites. For this purpose, the structures that were selected by the

user are automatically forwarded to the binding site comparison tool. With these
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Figure 3.1: Homepage of the LigDig webserver showing the seven modules (labeled in red circles
(1–7)) and the direct link to the ProSAT+ webserver. Source: http://mcm.h-its.org/ligdig

combined features it is easy to compare binding sites regarding similar physico-

chemical features, or detect new, unknown binding sites in proteins.

As described in Chapter 2, the ProSAT+ webserver allows the visualization of

user annotated residues in the context of known sequence annotations on a protein

structure by building a specific URL. This feature is used and connected with the

binding site comparison tool in the LigDig webserver. The residues of the proteins,

which were used to superimpose the binding sites onto the reference structure are

extracted and included in an URL. The user can click for each structure on this
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Figure 3.2: Example visualization of the LigDig webserver module number six to compare protein
binding sites, based on the ProBiS [43] algorithm. In the dropdown list of the binding sites for each
structure, a specific ProSAT+ session link including the binding site residues and the PDB ID is
provided (not shown).

link in the dropdown list (see blue links in Figure 3.2) and is then forwarded to a

ProSAT+ session showing the respective binding site residues. Now, the user can

check if sequence annotations are known for these binding site residues or maybe

for residues located near by. In addition, this allows to display the residues with

similar physicochemical properties in different structures (because of the applied

structures in the ProBiS algorithm) in the context of known sequence annotations.

Further details about the ProSAT+ webserver and the applied data are described

and discussed in Chapter 2.
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3.3 Protein Pocket Dynamics

This section is taken and adapted from reference [21]. I wrote the article and the

content was discussed with all other authors who also reviewed the manuscript.

Daria B. Kokh designed the example cases for the five classes of pockets and con-

tributed to the drawing of the figures, as labeled.

The dynamics of protein binding pockets are crucial for their interaction speci-

ficity. Structural flexibility allows proteins to adapt to their individual molecular

binding partners and facilitates the binding process. This implies the necessity to

consider protein internal motion in determining and predicting binding properties

and in designing new binders. Although accounting for protein dynamics presents

a challenge for computational approaches, it expands the structural and physic-

ochemical space for compound design and thus offers the prospect of improved

binding specificity and selectivity.

A cavity on the surface or in the interior of a protein that possesses suitable

properties for binding a ligand is usually referred to as a binding pocket. The set

of amino acid residues around a binding pocket determines its physicochemical

characteristics and, together with its shape and location in a protein, defines its

functionality. Residues outside the binding site can also have a long-range effect on

the properties of the binding pocket. Cavities with similar functionalities are often

conserved across protein families. For example, enzyme active sites are usually

concave surfaces that present amino acid residues in a suitable configuration for

binding low molecular weight compounds. Macromolecular binding pockets, on

the other hand, are located on the protein surface and are often shallower. The

mobility of proteins allows the opening, closing, and adaptation of binding pockets

to regulate binding processes and specific protein functionalities. For example,

channels and tunnels can exist permanently or transiently to transport compounds

to and from a binding site. The influence of protein flexibility on binding pockets

can vary from small changes to an already existent pocket to the formation of a

completely new pocket.

3.3.1 Five Classes of Protein Pocket Dynamics

A new classification of protein binding pocket dynamics with five classes was in-

troduced by Stank et al. [21]: subpocket, adjacent pocket, breathing motion,
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channel/tunnel, and allosteric pocket. These classes are illustrated schematically

in Figure 3.3 relative to a reference binding pocket. The five classes are distinct

but nonexclusive, meaning that overlaps between these classes are possible. An

allosteric pocket, for example, may also be in close vicinity to the reference pocket

and, thus, considered as an adjacent pocket. An important feature of an adjacent

pocket is that it is positioned such that one bivalent ligand could bind in both the

adjacent and the reference pockets simultaneously. Breathing motion refers to the

enlargement or contraction of the original pocket, roughly retaining the original

pocket shape. Such breathing motion may precede subsequent motions to form a

distinct subpocket.

Examples of each of the five classes are shown in Figure 3.4. The first case, sub-

pocket formation (Figure 3.4A), is illustrated by the binding site of the N–terminal

ATP–binding domain of HSP90. It is lined by an unstable α–helix3 (blue) that un-

dergoes distortion, converting to two short helices connected by a loop (orange).

The inset shows a purine–based inhibitor that occupies both the ADP/ATP bind-

ing site and a hydrophobic transient subpocket formed under α–helix3. Figure

3.4B shows an adjacent pocket in interleukin 2 (IL–2), which has a highly adap-

tive protei–protein binding site that can be blocked by a small molecule. Arkin

et al. [108] detected a flexible hydrophobic subpocket on the surface adjacent to

the protein–protein binding site, which provides an additional space for binding a

small molecule inhibitor [109]. This adjacent binding site is formed due to side–

chain rotation accompanied by backbone adaptation. Pocket breathing motion is

illustrated in Figure 3.4C for the B–cell lymphoma–extra–large (BCL–XL) protein,

where considerable variation of the binding pocket shape is caused by movement

of the α–helices lining the binding site. A set of NMR structures of nonspecific

lipid transfer protein (ns–LTP) in complex with prostaglandin B2 demonstrates

high plasticity of the hydrophobic binding pocket, including the opening and clos-

ing of a channel that enables ligand binding, as shown in Figure 3.4D for two

models from the NMR ensemble [110]. Figure 3.4E shows the formation of an

allosteric pocket in P38 mitogen–activated protein kinase (P38 MAPK) due to mo-

tion of the highly conserved Asp–Phe–Gly motif [111]. Opening of the allosteric

binding pocket requires flipping of the Phe side–chain toward the ATP/ADP bind-

ing site. This reduces the volume of this binding site, and thus, binding of an

inhibitor at the allosteric site inhibits ADP/ATP binding.
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Figure 3.3: Cartoon representation of five different classes of pocket dynamics: subpocket, adja-
cent pocket, breathing motion, channel/tunnel, allosteric pocket. Regions colored in pink indicate
pocket variation relative to the reference structure (shown in the center); the red dotted lines show
the pocket shapes. For allostery, the shape of the original binding site is affected by a molecule
binding at a distinct binding site. Figure was published in reference [21] (open access article un-
der an ACS AuthorChoice License) and designed together with the authors and drawn by Daria
B. Kokh.

3.3.2 Effect of Protein Binding Pocket Dynamics on the Ther-

modynamics and Kinetics of Ligand Binding

Target flexibility is one of the main factors that affects receptor–drug binding ki-

netics (see reviews by Pan et al.[120], Romanowska et al. [121], and Klebe et al.
[122]). This subsection focuses on the influence of protein dynamics on the ther-

modynamics and kinetics of ligand binding in the context of the different binding

pocket classes. Protein–ligand binding is often described by the one– or two–step

models illustrated in Figure 3.5. These models are the most commonly used, but

other models with more barriers or with a downhill binding free energy landscape

are sometimes applicable. The observed rate constants depend on the kinetics

of all the steps involved in the binding/dissociation process [121]. The free en-

ergy barriers to binding and unbinding may in part arise from the conformational

rearrangement of the ligand and the protein. In particular, a barrier can be asso-
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Figure 3.4: Examples of protein binding sites that illustrate the five different classes of pocket dy-
namics represented in Figure 3.3. For each case, two structures with different pocket conforma-
tions are shown in cartoon representation with flexible elements responsible for pocket changes
shown in orange and blue. The binding pocket variations are visualized in the insets in cross
sections of the protein structures going through the pocket of interest. Protein interiors are shown
in gray. Transient opening of protein cavities is highlighted in red. In A, an unstable part of α–
helix3 is shown in blue. In B, a flexible loop (Gln74–Leu80 shown in light blue and light orange)
is missing in the crystal structures and was modeled using PRIME software (Schrödinger LLC,
version 4.1).[112, 113] In 3.4E, the flipping Phe and Asp residues are shown in orange (open ac-
tive site pocket with ADP bound) and blue (occupied allosteric pocket and blocked ADP–binding
pocket). The structures (protein name, PDB ID) are (A) HSP90, 1yer,[114] 1uyd;[115] (B) IL–2,
1pw6, [116] 1m4a; [108] (C) BCL–XL, 3zln, [117] 3qkd; [118] (D) ns–LTP, 1cz2 (models 2 and 8);
[110] (E) P38 MAPK, 1kv1, [111] 1ny3; [119] highlighted in orange and blue, respectively. See
text for details. Figure was designed together with the authors and drawn by Daria B. Kokh and
published in reference [21] (open access article under an ACS AuthorChoice License).
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Figure 3.5: (A) Schematic illustration of free energy profiles for protein–ligand binding. Binding
free energy and transition state energy are denoted by ∆G0 and ∆G#, respectively. kon and koff
are association and dissociation rate constants; Kd is the equilibrium dissociation constant for
receptor R and ligand L in the one–step binding model with or without conformational selection.
RC describes the conformational ensemble of the receptor, and kc and k–c describe the corre-
sponding transition rate constants. (B) Two–step binding model with induced fit. RF describes the
receptor conformation in the free, unbound form and k1 – k4 indicate the respective rate constants
for transitions between the states. Figure was published in reference [21] (open access article
under an ACS AuthorChoice License) and designed together with the authors.

ciated with stochastic protein motion causing closing and opening of the pocket

itself (e.g., breathing motion) or the pocket entrance (in the case of a channel

or tunnel). These cases can be considered with a conformation selection binding

mechanism, and the association kinetics can be described using a gating model
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[28, 123, 28]. This model describes how the binding rate is modulated by the re-

lation between the time scale of accessibility (or gating) of the binding site and the

time scale for ligand binding. The frequency of gate opening and the fraction of

time the gate is open are influenced by the type of structural dynamics necessary to

open the gate. The closed state is often ascribed to a lid motion that blocks ligand

entrance. Movement of a lid can be energetically expensive, explaining the long

residence times of many ligands bound through a gating mechanism (see reviews

[33] and [124]). For example, the rate of enzyme–inhibitor complex formation of

Mycobacterium tuberculosis enoyl–ACP–reductase (InhA) was found to correlate

with motion of the substrate binding loop [125]. In the two–step model (Figure

3.4B), a weakly bound transient complex (an encounter complex) is formed after

passing the first barrier to binding, which increases the chance of a ligand to bind

to a specific protein pocket that only opens stochastically or enables slow confor-

mational changes required for the ligand binding (by induced fit). For example,

binding of a bivalent compound to an adjacent pocket may proceed in two steps:

first to the original pocket and then to the adjacent one due to induced fit.

Channel and breathing pocket dynamics often fall into the category of gating

or conformational selection processes, whereas the induced–fit mechanism often

plays a leading role in the formation of small subpockets. On the other hand,

ligand–induced stabilization of breathing motions can alter binding kinetics and

thermodynamics, as was observed for the protein kinase inhibitor Gleevec, which

showed different binding kinetics to Abl and Src driven by its different ability to

stabilize the P–loop [126]. The case of an allosteric pocket is the most complex,

as both the allosteric and orthosteric binding sites can be considered to be gated,

and the binding rates of the two pockets are not independent of each other. Ligand

binding in the allosteric pocket can increase (activate) or decrease (inhibit) the kon

of the ligand in the orthosteric binding site and vice versa for koff.

3.3.3 Detection of Transient Binding Pockets

Considering multiple conformations of a protein can increase the accuracy of lig-

and docking calculations and enable the detection of novel binding pockets. In

addition, it can give insights into the kinetics of ligand binding or transition chan-

nel opening. Experiments may not be able to access all the conformations that

could affect compound selectivity. Computational methods to simulate pocket dy-

namics can fill these gaps. Here, different computational sampling methods and
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pocket analysis tools applicable for detecting the five classes of pocket dynamics

depicted in Figure 3.3 are discussed.

3.3.3.1 Algorithms for Sampling of Protein Pocket Conformations

MD simulation is often used to explore variations in protein pocket shape and

physicochemical properties due to protein dynamics. For example, Eyrisch and

Helms applied 10 ns MD simulations to several proteins, including BCL–XL and

IL–2, and successfully identified transient pockets [127]. Although MD simula-

tion can be used as a sampling method for all of the pocket classes shown in

Figure 3.3, it is computationally expensive, and the binding pocket dynamics may

not be adequately sampled during the simulation time. Therefore, other meth-

ods that are more computationally efficient, although less accurate, have been

used to study protein binding pocket dynamics arising from large–scale protein

motions. In particular, normal mode analysis (NMA) provides a means to quickly

explore the possible motion of a protein around a given input structure and is

particularly useful for low–frequency interdomain harmonic breathing motions. It

may be applied to atomic–detail molecular mechanics models or to coarse–grained

elastic network models. For example, Ahmed et al. used a normal mode–based

geometric simulation approach on an adenylate kinase structure to generate a

pathway of conformational changes that describe domain movements leading to

binding site closure [128]. However, NMA may not be appropriate when higher

frequency or anharmonic motions have an important influence on binding pocket

dynamics. Another method for exploring protein mobility is tCONCOORD [129],

which performs geometric constraint–based sampling of protein conformations.

This method enables fast sampling of large–scale motions (such as loop or domain

motions). Ashford et al. [130] showed that the ensemble of BCL–XL structures

generated by tCONCOORD revealed a transient binding subpocket, and Seeliger

and de Groot [131] were able to generate transitions from apo–to–holo confor-

mations for several proteins displaying interdomain pocket breathing motions us-

ing a combination of tCONCOORD and MD refinement. The framework rigidity

optimized dynamic algorithm, FRODA [132], is another sampling algorithm for

examining the internal mobility of proteins in a short time while respecting the

stereochemistry and defined constraints. Metz et al. applied FRODA to sample

hydrophobic transient pockets in IL–2 with better results than a comparable MD

simulation, which shows the applicability to the subpocket and adjacent pocket
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classes [133]. A disadvantage of the latter methods is that the generated struc-

tures are not energetically validated, and additional MD equilibration is generally

required before using them further, for example, in a ligand docking procedure.

3.3.3.2 Protein Binding Pocket Analysis Algorithms

Simulations or experiments may provide a large ensemble of protein structures

with a variety of binding pocket conformations. To distinguish a suitable pocket for

ligand docking, the analysis of pocket dynamics in multiple structures is required.

MDPocket [134] is one of the first methods designed for analysis of an ensem-

ble of structures or MD trajectories. It provides the user with a pocket frequency

map for visualization of pocket opening and for tracing some of the characteris-

tics (e.g., pocket volume and accessible surface area) of a selected cavity along

an MD trajectory. In another approach, EPOSBP [127], protein cavities defined

by pocket lining atoms are clustered to identify conserved or transient pocket re-

gions. A deficiency of this approach is that the numbering of subpockets changes

from snapshot to snapshot, hindering analysis of the pocket dynamics. Princi-

pal component analysis of pocket shapes mapped on a three–dimensional grid is

used in the PocketAnalyzer [135] approach aimed at detection of transient pocket

regions in MD trajectories. In TRAPP (TRAnsient binding Pockets in Proteins)

[136], conserved and transient regions are defined with respect to a starting ref-

erence structure. TRAPP can be applied to the detection of larger conformational

changes, such as might be revealed by a tCONCOORD or NMA calculation. This

is achieved by using only binding site residues for structure alignment together

with a robust algorithm for pocket detection that does not require parameter ad-

justment when going from buried to shallow cavities. The new TRAPP webserver

[100] allows the user to have easy access to the TRAPP algorithm and is described

in the next section. Unlike previously discussed methods, where pocket shapes are

used for the analysis of pocket dynamics, the PPIAnalyzer method [133] clusters

protein conformations with respect to the RMSD of heavy atoms, followed by the

identification of transient binding sites using the PocketAnalyzer program.

All of the methods described above are in principle applicable to exploring the

formation of adjacent pockets, subpockets, and pocket breathing motions. De-

tecting allosteric pockets and analyzing the structural and dynamic relationship

between allosteric and orthosteric pockets poses further requirements. Methods

that reveal energy transport or networks in proteins that might relate to allosteric
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effects have been reported, such as SPACER [137] and MCPath [138]. Further-

more, the FRODA method has been applied for sampling structures to reveal the

relationship between allosteric and orthosteric pockets [132]. For channel detec-

tion, further tools are available. One example is Caver 3.0 [40], which uses a

Voronoi diagram to describe tunnels in a MD trajectory. Other tools are trj_cavity

[139], Cavity analysis [140], and MOLE [141], which employ MD trajectories to

generate conformations for analysis.

3.4 TRAPP Webserver

This section is taken, adapted, and extended from reference [100].

The analysis of protein binding pocket dynamics is an important step in the analy-

sis of protein function and therefore also in designing new drugs. The new TRAn-

sient Pockets in Proteins (TRAPP) webserver provides an automated workflow that

allows users to explore the dynamics of a protein binding site and to detect pock-

ets or subpockets that may transiently open due to protein internal motion. These

transient or cryptic subpockets may be of interest in the design and optimization

of small molecule inhibitors for a protein target of interest. The TRAPP work-

flow consists of the following three modules: (i) TRAPP Structure – generation

of an ensemble of structures using one or more of four possible molecular simu-

lation methods (ii) TRAPP Analysis – superposition and clustering of the binding

site conformations either in an ensemble of structures generated in step (i) or

in PDB structures or trajectories uploaded by the user; and (iii) TRAPP Pocket –

detection, analysis, and visualization of the binding pocket dynamics and char-

acteristics, such as volume, solvent–exposed area and properties of surrounding

residues. A standard sequence conservation score per residue or a differential

score per residue, for comparing on– and off–targets, can be calculated and dis-

played on the binding pocket for an uploaded multiple sequence alignment file,

and known protein sequence annotations can be displayed simultaneously. An ab-

stract graphical representation of the general functionality of the freely available

webserver at http://trapp.h-its.org is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Graphical representation of the general functionallity of the TRAPP webserver. Figure
is taken from submitted manuscript [100].

3.4.1 Introduction

Protein flexibility plays a key role in molecular recognition but is often neglected

in protein structure–based drug design projects. Thus, transient or cryptic pock-

ets that are not visible in available protein crystal structures but may bind ligands

are missed. Computational approaches to identify transient binding pockets or

subpockets provide a means to reveal druggable pockets and to expand the possi-

bilities for improving the specificity and diversity of designed compounds. Indeed,

consideration of protein binding pocket dynamics has played an important role

in drug discovery [21]. For example, consideration of pocket dynamics in p38

mitogen–activated protein kinase helped to find an inhibitor [111]. Another ex-

ample is the identification of a cryptic pocket in HIV integrase, adjacent to the

known active site, in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [142]. This pocket

was exploited in the discovery of HIV integrase inhibitors, leading to the devel-

opment of the drug Raltegravir [143]. MD simulations have also revealed a tran-
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sient and potentially druggable binding pocket at the dimeric interface of HIV–1

protease [144].

Most often, ligand design is undertaken for known binding sites rather than

novel sites. The known binding sites may be sites where natural ligands bind

or where existent drugs (or active compounds) bind. Therefore, the TRAPP web-

server was designed as a tool for studying the dynamics of a known binding pocket

or any other protein cavity of interest and for identifying and characterizing tran-

sient subpockets. These transient subpockets may be considered for ligand design

and optimization, and therefore the TRAPP webserver provides information on

their physicochemical and sequence properties, as well as shape and dynamics.

A range of computational tools for detecting binding pockets on protein struc-

tures and analysing their static structures is available (see https://bioinformatic

tools.wordpress.com/tag/pocket-finder/ and the recent review by Zheng et al.
[145]). Several of them, trj_cavity [139], MDpocket [134] based on FPocket

[146, 147], EPOCK [148], PocketAnalyzerPCA [135], POVME 2.0 [149], EPOSBP

[127], as well as the previous version of TRAPP web server [136], are designed

for analysis of binding pocket dynamics in MD simulation trajectories. Some of

them also provide pocket characteristics, such as the volume or hydrophobicity,

and analysis of changes in pocket shape (as defined by pocket occupancy [149],

principle component analysis of the pocket motion [135] or clustering of pocket

regions [127]). They all, however, require the user to provide and, in some cases

to align and superimpose, snapshots of the trajectory to be analyzed. The trajec-

tory is usually a standard MD trajectory but these are typically too short to sample

all the cryptic pockets that are potentially interesting for drug design. Indeed, pro-

tein binding pocket dynamics are dependent on a wide variety of motions ranging

from small side–chain vibrations and rotations to large–scale changes in secondary

structure and domain movements. Complete sampling of such motions is difficult

to achieve in standard MD simulations. On the other hand, several approaches

have been developed that enable protein flexibility to be explored in a relatively

short simulation time [129, 150]. In particular, it has been demonstrated that the

opening of cryptic pockets appearing on the microsecond time scale can be re-

vealed in several nanosecond L–RIP simulations [150]. These simulations, though

less accurate than standard MD, give the user insight into the transient hot spots

of the binding pocket. Thus, the main motivation of the present development

of the TRAPP webserver was to provide the user with an automated workflow
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to invoke a toolbox of methods to explore pocket flexibility arising from protein

conformational changes on a wide range of temporal and spatial scales. The cur-

rent TRAPP webserver provides a choice of several methods to efficiently gener-

ate conformational ensembles representing binding pocket dynamics, in addition

to the option of uploading conformational ensembles, e.g. crystal structures or

MD trajectories, generated by other tools. Furthermore, the integrated alignment

procedure makes it possible to compare binding pockets in proteins from differ-

ent species, e.g. with gaps or insertions, or with mutated residues. Additionally,

the TRAPP webserver provides new tools to analyse the geometric, dynamic and

physicochemical properties of the transient pockets, along with protein sequence

conservation and differential conservation between on–targets and an off–target.

The present TRAPP webserver also allows simultaneous visualization of residue–

based mutations by integration of queries with the ProSAT+ webserver [82]. Thus,

the TRAPP webserver provides capabilities for a wide–ranging interactive analysis

of pocket dynamics for transient subpocket detection and characterization on the

basis of a single input protein structure. Here, the structure and implementation

of the TRAPP webserver, the user input and results produced are described. The

use of the TRAPP webserver is illustrated by means of an example application to

a protein target for anti–parasitic drug design.

3.4.2 Applied Methodologies and Workflow

The overall workflow of the TRAPP webserver consists of three modules, as il-

lustrated in Figure 3.7: (i) TRAPP Structure, (ii) TRAPP Analysis, and (iii) TRAPP
Pocket. For each of these steps, the user can select and define additional simula-

tion parameters in the user interface. After an initial user input, TRAPP Structure
and TRAPP Analysis are started sequentially. The TRAPP Pocket module is run af-

ter further user input. Here, short descriptions of the applied methods and the

simulation results are provided. A detailed documentation of each module, input

parameters and output data, as well as several usage examples are available on

the TRAPP webserver.

Initially, the user is required to upload a reference protein structure in PDB for-

mat, and define the center of the binding pocket of interest. The latter is specified

either by uploading a PDB file containing the coordinates of a ligand, or by manu-

ally defining the coordinates of the center of the pocket together with the distance

within which protein residues are considered as binding site residues. They are
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Figure 3.7: Workflow of the TRAPP webserver. Figure is taken from submitted manuscript [100].

used later for structure alignment and superposition. Further, the user can select

one or several simulation methods to be used in the TRAPP Structure module for

exploring protein conformations, or upload trajectories or PDB files. Optionally,

the user may provide a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) file in FASTA format

to analyse the sequence conservation of the binding pocket.

3.4.2.1 Functionality and Output of the Workflow Modules

The aim of the TRAPP Structure module is to enable fast generation of ensembles

of protein structures that represent the conformational diversity of the binding

pocket. The user can choose to use one or more of the following methods to

generate an ensemble of structures: short implicit solvent MD simulation [151],

tCONCOORD [129], L–RIP and RIPlig [150]. All the methods are described in

detail in the respective publications. The short MD simulations mainly allow for

the sampling of side chain movements, whereas the MD–based perturbation ap-

proaches, L–RIP and RIPlig, are useful for sampling larger scale motions of the

binding pocket, including backbone motions, domain motions and changes of sec-

ondary structure elements. tCONCOORD provides a constraint–based sampling

methodology for side–chain and loop motions, but can also be useful for explor-

ing slow domain movements [131]. The generated trajectories or ensembles of
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snapshots are directly transferred to the TRAPP Analysis module for clustering and

analysis of protein flexibility.

The TRAPP Analysis module provides tools for the comparison of the bind-

ing pockets in the protein structures uploaded or generated in the previous step,

TRAPP Structure. To this end, all structures are aligned and superimposed using

the backbone atoms of the binding site. For clustering of the binding site confor-

mations, one of two different metrics can be selected: RMSD of backbone atoms

(default) or RMSD of geometric centre of the non–hydrogen atoms of the binding

site residues. By default, a simplified single–linkage hierarchical clustering algo-

rithm [136] is used with a RMSD threshold of 3 Å. The clustering procedure can

be refined by using a smaller threshold and/or K–means clustering [136]. The set

of binding site residues can be increased or reduced at this step. A binding site

residue RMSD matrix for all structures, the RMSD averaged over all binding site

residues for each structure, and the maximum RMSD of each binding site residue

in all structures are calculated and plotted. All three–dimensional structures of

the cluster representatives are displayed together with the reference structure in a

JSmol applet.

The TRAPP Pocket module tracks pockets in the protein structures and identi-

fies transient regions. Protein cavities located at the binding site are calculated

for each structure as described in reference [136] and stored on a grid. Addi-

tionally, the physicochemical properties of the side chains that directly contact

the binding cavities (e.g., positive/negative charge, H–bond donors/acceptors),

pocket volume, and surface area are calculated and displayed. Furthermore, the

pocket lining residues are analyzed for all structures and compared graphically to

those in the reference structure. The pocket dynamics are analyzed and transient

regions (those that either appear or disappear relative to the reference structure

provided as an input by user) and conserved regions (defined by the percentage

presence in snapshots or structures) are identified. Appearing and disappearing

regions are displayed by isocontours in JSmol along with plots, showing in which

structure or snapshot they occur. Transient pocket regions occurring in 25% and

50% (default values that can be altered by the user) of the structures are split

into compact sub–regions and displayed. The extent of the opening of each of the

transient subpockets is computed for each snapshot and plotted.

If the user uploads a MSA, a conservation score is calculated per residue us-

ing a python–based tool [152] that applies the Jensen–Shannon divergence score.
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This allows a quantification of the similarity between probability distributions,

by taking a background amino acid distribution (BLOSUM62) into account. This

score is rescaled to the range between 30 and 70, mapped on the protein struc-

ture, and displayed by colour (blue: low conservation, red: high conservation)

together with the TRAPP Pocket results. Another option allows the user to upload

a MSA file containing a set of protein sequences representing an on–target group

and one sequence representing an off–target. The conservation score is calculated

twice: once with the MSA containing the off–target sequence, and once without it.

Afterwards, the absolute difference of these two conservation scores per residue

is calculated, rescaled, and mapped on the three–dimensional structure. In this

case, blue highlights residues with high similarity between on– and off–target se-

quences and red indicates residues with low similarity. The MSA is displayed with

MSAviewer [155] and the sequence conservation can be shown by colour coding

the reference structure. The TRAPP webserver also provides a coupled visualiza-

tion of residue–based annotations in ProSAT+. More details about the sequence

conservation feature and the integrated ProSAT+ service are provided in the fol-

lowing section.

All data and graphics generated by the TRAPP Analysis and TRAPP Pocket mod-

ules can be downloaded as raw data or as a compressed archive. Additionally, a

PyMOL session is generated and can be downloaded with other data as a single

archive for in–depth visual inspection of the protein structures and pocket analy-

ses.

3.4.3 Sequence Analysis in the Context of Protein Pocket Dy-

namics

The sequence conservation visualization feature and the integrated ProSAT+ ser-

vice in the TRAPP webserver is unique, as it provides the user the possibility to

combine the protein pocket dynamics analysis with evolutionary and sequence

based information. This combination of data makes sense, as changes in sequence

can have an influence on the function and/or the dynamics of a pocket and there-

fore on the whole protein. In addition, the evolutionary data provide information

about the evolution of protein, meaning the change of a certain amino acid in one

species might explain a different level of activity or binding affinity of the protein.
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The integrated sequence annotation analysis feature is provided by the service

of the previously described ProSAT+ webserver (see Chapter 2). The sequence

annotations mapped on the three–dimensional structure can be inspected in par-

allel to the protein pocket dynamics results. An example of how the different data

and results are combined and displayed to the user is discussed and shown in an

example application case in Subsection 3.4.5.

3.4.3.1 Sequence Conservation

The TRAPP webserver offers the possibility to analyze the sequence conservation

per residue together with the TRAPP Pocket results. The user can choose between

an average conservation score or the difference in the conservation score with and

without an off–target sequence. For this purpose, the user has to upload a multiple

sequence alignment (MSA) in FASTA format. The FASTA format is a common file

format to store (multiple) sequence information, including sequence alignments.

The files begin with a single–line description, followed by lines of sequence data.

The description line is distinguished from the sequence data by a ’>’ symbol at the

beginning and in the next line the sequence starts.

For calculating the conservation score for the MSA, the ’Protein Residue Con-

servation Prediction’ tool by Capra et al. [152] using the Jensen–Shannon diver-

gence is applied with default parameters except those listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: List of the parameter values differing from the default values in the ’Protein Residue
Conservation Prediction’ tool by Capra et al. [152]. The gap cutoff is set to the maximum value
to force the consideration of each alignment position, independent of the number of gaps. The
window size parameter is changed only in the On–/Off–target option.

Parameter Value Function

-g 0.99
gap cutoff, scores columns that
contain more than gap cutoff fraction
gaps are not scored

-m /matrix/blosum62.bla similarity matrix file
-s js_divergence conservation estimation method
-w 0 window size (default=3)
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To enable better visualization in JSmol, the conservation scores are re–scaled

into the range between 30–70. This is done be extracting the minimum and max-

imum conservation score of all residues and applying the following formula:

f(x) = (((70− 30)(x−min))/(max−min)) + 30 (3.1)

To visualize the conservation scores, the scores are placed at the B–factor posi-

tion in the reference structure file, which provides an easy way to show the level

of conservation by color scheme. The applied color scheme can be seen here:

http://jmol.sourceforge.net/jscolors/#Positional%20Variability.

Average Sequence Conservation
For running the average conservation analysis in TRAPP, the uploaded MSA in

FASTA format is used to run the above mentioned conservation calculation tool

that results in a conservation score (between 0–1) for each aligned position in the

MSA. To map the conservation score on the three–dimensional reference struc-

ture, the sequence from the reference PDB file is extracted and aligned to the MSA

with the MUSCLE tool [153, 154]. This new MSA is used to map the conservation

scores to the correct residue in the reference structure.

Sequence Conservation between On–/Off–Target Sequences
This option allows the comparison of one protein sequence class with another

single sequence regarding the conservation score. This is often useful when com-

paring on– and off– target proteins. In this case the user can upload a MSA in

FASTA format including several on–target sequences and one off–target sequence.

The user needs to define the off–target sequence by entering the FASTA Header

name to the webserver interface. The conservation tool is applied two times: once

with all sequences (on– and off–target sequences) and once without the off–target

sequence. Afterwards, the absolute difference of the conservation score per posi-

tion is calculated and re–scaled again between 30–70 as explained before.

Visualization
The results of the conservation calculations are displayed on the reference struc-

ture together with the TRAPP Pocket results in JSMol. For this purpose, the scores

are added to the PDB file at the B–factor position and visualized via the temper-

ature colouring option in the JSMol application. For the average conservation,
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the colour gradient starts at blue (low conservation) and goes via white to red

(high conservation). For the on–/off–target option, blue means no difference be-

tween the conservation scores with/without the Off target sequence. Red high-

lights residues with a high difference, meaning these residues are not conserved

between the on– and off–target sequences. As the scores are re–scaled, the gra-

dient starts with ice–blue and only goes up to pink. This is necessary for a better

contrast between the isocontours visualizing opening and closing pockets and the

conservation colouring. The conservation scores (or the differential scores) can be

switched on by clicking a checkbox in the TRAPP Pocket result page.

Additionally, the MSA is visualized in the TRAPP Pocket result page. For this

purpose, the MSAViewer [155] is used. Two additional lines are added to the

MSA: the corresponding amino acid sequence in the uploaded reference PDB file

and the residue numbers extracted from the reference PDB File. The user can

double–click on the residue numbers to highlight them in the JSMol viewer.

3.4.3.2 Protein Sequence Annotations

The ProSAT+ [82] service is integrated as an iframe into the final visualization of

the TRAPP Pocket results. This allows the comparison of pocket dynamics simul-

taneously with protein sequence annotations mapped on the three–dimensional

structure. The user can show and hide the ProSAT+ frame with a button, which

provides a convenient way to switch between the different analyses and visualized

data.

In the beginning of a TRAPP analysis, the user can enter the corresponding

PDB ID of the uploaded reference structure. This automatically creates a link to

a ProSAT+ session showing the annotation data for the corresponding protein.

Otherwise, the PDB ID, Uniprot accession number, or protein sequence can be

entered later to the ProSAT+ interface when it is shown with the other TRAPP

results.

The combined visualization of the TRAPP and ProSAT+ results allows an easy

analysis of specific binding site residues which are highly flexible or play a role in

the pocket dynamics and for which a sequence annotation (e.g. mutagenesis site)

is known. This enables the first interpretation of how the protein binding pocket

dynamics influence the interaction with other binding partners.
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3.4.4 Technical design of the TRAPP webserver

The TRAPP webserver is implemented in Java and uses the Play framework 2.5.

For the HTML front–end, the Twitter Bootstrap (version 3.3.7) is used to provide a

clear layout of the user interface. All visualisations of the three–dimensional struc-

tures and pocket information employ the Java Script–based JSmol (https://source

forge.net/projects/jsmol/). This enables a Java–free visualization in most com-

mon web browsers, which has the advantage that no Java installation is required

on the client site and associated security issues can be avoided. The TRAPP mod-

ules are implemented in Python and Fortran [136]. After each submission of a

TRAPP job, the user is provided with a session identifier link, which can optionally

be sent by email. This session link allows the user to monitor the status of their

current job and access their results. This session link, which is only provided to

the user who started the analysis, also allows the user to share their results with

other people. The runtime of the submitted jobs depends on which method is se-

lected in the TRAPP Structure module and can vary between a few minutes and

several hours. Submitted jobs are automatically distributed on a compute clus-

ter. The user can select to receive a notification of job completion by email. The

TRAPP results are stored for a limited period during which they can be accessed

and downloaded.

3.4.5 Example Application Case

Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) is a key enzyme in the folate pathway, and there-

fore in DNA synthesis. It is a known target for anti–cancer antifolate drugs, but

antifolates are also being investigated as potential drugs against human trypanoso-

matid parasites [156]. However, the development of selective anti–parasitic an-

tifolates without side effects is hindered by the fact that binding pocket of try-

panosomatid DHFR is very similar to that of human DHFR (hDHFR). Therefore, it

is essential to identify DHFR binding pocket features that could differentiate par-

asitic variants (on–targets) from the human one (off–target). Here, an example of

how this problem can be addressed by analysis of the binding site flexibility with

the TRAPP webserver is provided and visualized in Figure 3.8.

There are several crystal structures available for the DHFR of Trypanosoma

cruzi, a human parasite causing Chagas’ disease. Thus, an analysis of the confor-

mational variability of the binding site of Trypanosoma cruzi DHFR (TcDHFR) is
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Figure 3.8: Screenshots from an example application of the TRAPP webserver to the analysis of
the binding site of a parasite enzyme to identify transient subpockets that are selective with respect
to the human homologue. The binding pocket is shown by orange isocontours in the reference
structure of TcDHFR (upper left). For the TRAPP Analysis module (upper middle), the clustering
of structures and RMSD binding site analysis of the four cluster representatives is shown. In the
TRAPP Pocket results (bottom right), pocket characteristics are shown for all analyzed structures
(upper right). Appearing subpockets are shown by red isocontours (bottom) with close residues
that are not conserved between the on– and off–targets (TcDHFR and hDHFR) labelled. Residues
I41 and M49 in TcDHFR correspond to L22 and F31 in hDHFR, whose mutation affects inhibitor
binding and catalytic activity in hDHFR (bottom right). See text for details. Figure is adapted from
the one in the submitted manuscript [100].

done, and afterwards its binding site sequence is compared with that of the off–

target protein, hDHFR. By including the DHFR sequences of other representative

trypanosomatid species (other potential on–targets) in the alignment, amino acid

residues conserved in trypanosomatids can be identified.
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The 9 crystal structures available for TcDHFR are (resolution and number of

chains in parentheses): 2h2q (2.4 Å, 2), 3cl9 (3.3 Å, 1), 3clb (3.0 Å, 4), 3hbb (3.0

Å, 4), 3kjs (2.5 Å, 4), 3inv (2.4 Å, 2), 3irm (2.1 Å, 4), 3irn (2.6 Å, 4), 3iro (2.8 Å,

4). To prepare these structures for TRAPP, the PDB files are split into 29 files, each

containing a single protein chain with only ATOM records retained. (Chain B of

2h2q is discarded because of many missing residues around the binding site). The

PDB file 3cl9 is assigned as the reference structure, the bound ligand (methotrex-

ate) is extracted into a separate ligand file in PDB format, and is used to define

the binding site (5 Å radius). To examine the on–/off–target selectivity, a multiple

sequence alignment (MSA) in FASTA format is generated for five trypanosomatid

DHFR sequences, to represent the on–target group (UniProt: Q27793, Q27783,

P07382, Q8MQV3, E9B8U9), and for the off–target hDHFR (UniProt: P00374).

With these input data prepared, the TRAPP Analysis can be started. Screenshots

that illustrate the analysis and results are shown in Figure 3.8. After uploading the

prepared data into the user interface, a summary of all parameters, a preview of

the pocket in JSmol (see Figure 3.8), and a list of all defined binding site residues

can be inspected. The TRAPP Analysis results show the RMSD values of the binding

site residues for each uploaded structure to those in the reference structure. In

addition, the RMSD values for the four cluster representatives (k–means, 1.5 Å

threshold using geometric centers of side–chains) are shown together in one plot

(Figure 3.8). This analysis reveals that the greatest structural variability is at the

binding site residues Ile41, Arg53, Pro85 and Phe88.

Next, the TRAPP Pocket with the default parameter values can be run. In the

summary of the results, a checkbox to color the reference structure according to

the per–residue differential sequence conservation can be selected (blue - con-

served, red - not conserved between the on–targets and off–target). In the drop-

down list for appearing pockets, the threshold is set to 50% to show in the JSmol

applet structure view red isocontours for the regions that appear in 50% of all the

uploaded structures compared to the reference structure. An opening of several

small subpockets near Ser40/Ile41, Met49, and Phe88 can be observed. The dis-

played MSA shows full conservation of amino acid positions 41, 49, and 88, and

partial conservation of position 40, between the representative trypanosomatids

(Figure 3.8), and the coloring of the structure shows that these positions differ

from the corresponding residues in hDHFR. Notably, these residues are character-

ized by differing size and/or charge in parasite vs. human DHFR (Met49 vs. Phe,
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Phe88 vs. Asn and Ser/Thr40 vs. Asp). The integrated ProSAT+ tool further shows

that the residues identified as flexible, non–conserved, and close to an appearing

subpocket, Ile41 (Leu22 in hDHFR, both labelled in magenta in Figure 3.8) and

Met49 (Phe31 in hDHFR, both labelled in cyan in Figure 3.8), are known muta-

genesis sites in hDHFR (Leu22 to Arg and Phe31 to Arg) that affect the binding

affinity of the anti–cancer drug methotrexate [157] or the catalytic activity [158].

In summary, this quick analysis with the TRAPP webserver highlights transient

pocket regions and residues in the structure that can provide starting points for the

design of selective drugs targeting parasite DHFR but not human DHFR. In fact,

Schormann et al. could design an inhibitor about 14 times more active against

TcDHFR than hDHFR (in terms of Ki value) by targeting the region close to Met49

[159].

3.5 Conclusion and Discussion

This section contains text adapted from references [100] and [21].

This chapter highlighted the importance of considering protein pocket dynamics

especially in the drug design process. New webservers were introduced that pro-

vide different functionalities to analyze protein binding pockets regarding their

similarity, dynamics, conservation and known sequence annotations. The intro-

duced classification of protein binding pocket dynamics into five classes – sub-

pocket, adjacent pocket, breathing motion, channel/tunnel, and allosteric pocket

– assists to distinguish different kinds of pockets.

The LigDig webserver and its binding site comparison tool allows to find pro-

tein interaction sites of different and similar overall protein structures. Based on

similar physicochemical features, similar binding sites are detected and the three–

dimensional structures are aligned. Together with the linked ProSAT+ webserver

features, it assists users in the initial analysis of protein functionality and protein

binding sites.

A range of computational methods is available for simulating and analyzing

protein pocket dynamics. However, the treatment of protein dynamics in structure–

based drug design projects is generally very limited, and better computational

tools are required for studying binding pocket dynamics for this purpose. An au-

tomated tool that combines simulations of protein mobility using a variety of ap-
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proaches with the analysis of pocket dynamics would help users to choose the most

appropriate strategy for designing new inhibitors. The assessment of the drugga-

bility of a protein pocket should include measures of how the physicochemical

properties of a pocket are affected by the pocket dynamics derived from analysis

of simulations and NMR or crystal structures. Treatment of protein pocket dynam-

ics may increase the space of potential binders, e.g., through ligand binding in

transient subpockets. However, it may also provide a basis for identifying specific

compounds that can bind to the structurally conserved parts of a pocket despite

its mobility. Therefore, the consideration of the class of protein binding pocket

dynamics can facilitate the choice of appropriate computational approaches to

sample and analyze the pocket dynamics as well as ligand design strategies.

The new TRAPP webserver provides several functionalities, which actually as-

sist the user with different computational approaches to sample protein pocket

structures, and also in the post analysis of the structural data. It is a platform

to facilitate exploration of the dynamics of a protein binding site, as well as vari-

ations in pocket physicochemical properties and detection of transient pockets

and subpockets. Conformational variations of the binding site may arise due to

protein internal flexibility ranging from side–chain rotations to large–scale con-

formational changes in the secondary and tertiary structure. For this purpose, an

ensemble of different experimental or simulated protein structures is analyzed,

which can be either provided by the user or generated by using several provided

methods. Additionally, the TRAPP webserver provides an analysis of the bind-

ing site residue conservation and known sequence annotations in the context of

transient binding pocket analysis results. The TRAPP webserver has a modular

structure, which currently provides four methods to generate conformational en-

sembles and is designed so that further methods can be added in the future. A

challenge for the webserver design is the fact that some of these methods are

computationally demanding, meaning that, despite parallelization, job run times

prevent uninterrupted interactive use of the TRAPP webserver for an analysis. Fu-

ture improvements in the computing abilities of the back–end, increases in com-

pute cluster size, or linking of the TRAPP webserver to cloud computing resources

will increase the capacity and speed of the TRAPP webserver and ameliorate these

issues. The modular design of the TRAPP webserver also permits the addition of

further pocket analysis features, e.g. a subpocket specific druggability score or

a pocket–ligand similarity score. Both features would provide additional quanti-
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tative data to aid the design of more specific compounds that take advantage of

certain subpockets and their biochemical features. Other features that would in-

crease the usability of the TRAPP webserver include the possibility of an automatic

download of the reference protein structure by PDB ID and a post–processing to

prepare the structure and the potentially bound ligand. This post–processing step

would require, similarly to what is done in the binding site comparison tool in

the LigDig server, to show the user structural information and let the user select

which ligand to use to define the binding site. Another useful feature would be to

automatically download all available structures for a specific protein, for example

by using a UniProt accession number. These structures could be superimposed

and merged to a trajectory and would provide an easy and fast way to use already

available structural data that include protein dynamics information.

To further improve the usability of the TRAPP webserver, one could change the

protein structure visualization by using the new and faster NGL viewer [79], but

this would require a complete re–writing of all visualization scripts and the dis-

played data would need to be compatible with the viewer. Another improvement

would be to combine the visualized data of the TRAPP and ProSAT+ webservers.

The current and main problem for this is the data exchange between the two web-

servers, especially the mapping of the data to the correct residues. In case the

user uploads a protein structure which has different residue numbers or residues,

it becomes difficult to map the sequence annotations from ProSAT+ for a specific

protein on the corresponding structure in the TRAPP webserver. Nevertheless,

with additional sequence alignments, the transmission of the ProSAT+ data (e.g.

as a json file by a RESTful system) to the TRAPP webserver, and an adaption of the

visualization interface would be possible. In case the previously mentioned PDB

ID download option is implemented, this step would be much easier as the same

structures in TRAPP and ProSAT+ are guaranteed.

Overall, the current TRAPP webserver enables the analysis of the structural

plasticity of a binding pocket, and the identification of transient pocket regions

and residues important for selectively targeting a specific protein. Together with

the sequence–based conservation analysis of on–target and off–target groups, it

enables the identification of residues that distinguish the two groups, providing a

basis for developing more selective drugs.
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4
Analyzing the Role and Function of
J-Proteins

Sections of this chapter are based on the following publication and manuscript:

Nadinath B. Nillegoda, Janine Kirstein, Anna Szlachcic, Mykhaylo Berynskyy, An-

tonia Stank, Florian Stengel, Kristin Arnsburg, Xuechao Gao, Annika Scior, Ruedi

Aebersold, D. Lys Guilbride, Rebecca C. Wade, Richard I. Morimoto, Matthias P.

Mayer and Bernd Bukau. Crucial HSP70 co-chaperone complex unlocks metazoan

protein disaggregation. Nature, (2015) 524:247-251

Nadinath B. Nillegoda, Antonia Stank, Duccio Malinverni, Niels Alberts, Anna

Szlachcic, Alessandro Barducci, Paolo De Los Rios, Rebecca C. Wade and Bernd

Bukau. Evolution of an intricate J-protein network driving protein disaggregation

by the Hsp70 chaperone machinery. (2017) Submitted.

Visualizations shown in some figures in this chapter are part of one of the above

mentioned references and were initially done by myself.

Text sections taken and adapted from one of the above mentioned references are

marked in the beginning of a section. This text was initially written by me and

went through the review process of all authors.
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4.1 Introduction

Protein aggregates can occur in stressed and ageing cells, and characterize several

pathophysiological states [160, 161]. Usually, these protein aggregates are effec-

tively eliminated in healthy metazoan cells [162, 163], which shows that an ef-

fective disaggregation process exists. In comparison to non–metazoan organisms,

metazoans do not have the heat–shock protein disaggregase HSP100. HSP100 is

an important protein in the HSP70–dependant disaggregation system that leads

to high efficiency in non–metazoans [164, 165]. Even with the additional cru-

cial HSP110 nucleotide exchange factor, the human HSP70 system shows a poor

disaggregation activity in vitro [163, 166].

The HSP70 chaperones are highly relevant in protein folding and disaggre-

gation processes. Their broad spectrum in function is achieved through diverse

members of the J–protein (HSP40) co–chaperone family, which preselect sub-

strates for the HSP70 interaction. These co–chaperone molecules regulate the

ATP–dependent substrate binding and release cycle of HSP70 interacting chaper-

ones. J–proteins have a J-domain (JD), which is named after the DnaJ protein

from E. coli, where it was first identified [167]. The JD contains a conserved HPD

tripeptide as the signature motif for interaction with HSP70. Three classes of J-

proteins (A, B, and C) with more than 50 members in humans exist. All three

classes target HSP70 to substrates, but with some functional redundancy among

the three classes [168]. With increasing organism complexity, the number of J–

protein members increases.

For a long time, the relation between J–protein class and function was un-

known. The discovery of complex formation between class A and class B J–protein

members through transient interactions in metazoans changed the understanding

of the role of J–proteins [169]. The mixing of human class A and B J-proteins leads

to an increase in the disaggregation activity. This gain in protein disaggregation

power through the interclass J–protein network provides the human HSP70–based

disaggregase with a similarly efficient mechanism to the non–metazoan HSP100-

HSP70 bichaperone disaggregase system [170]. The discovery of the J–protein

network provides an explanation of the similar efficiency that is found in solubi-

lization of amorphous aggregates in HSP100–lacking higher organisms. Recruiting

multiple ATP dependent HSP70 proteins by complexed J–proteins leads to forma-

tion of an oligomeric chaperone complex. This molecular complex is proposed to
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build up entropic pulling forces that allow an efficient extraction of trapped and

aggregated proteins [170]. However, the evolutionary process and origin of this

J–protein network is still unknown.

The work presented in this chapter, together with experimental results, pro-

vides data that give hints on an evolutionary conservation of J–protein interclass

complexation, that is relvant for the efficiency in the disaggregation processes of

eukaryotes [171]. Before achieving this overall result, the following questions had

to be answered:

• Is structural data available for J–proteins from different organisms to cover the
evolutionary process, and if not can these structures be modeled?

• Experiments have shown evidence that electrostatics play a role in the J–protein
interaction, is it possible to visually and quantitatively prove this?

• Can the experimental results, showing interactions between J–proteins, be proven
by simulations?

• Can differences in the electrostatics be highlighted that might explain the com-
plexation of eukaryotic, but not of prokaryotic J–proteins?

• Can electrostatic differences in two groups (canonical and non–canonical) of
class B J-domains be observed and quantitatively analyzed?

To answer these questions, different computational methodologies had to be

applied. In the following, a more detailed description of how these questions

were addressed is given.

Experimental results showed a synergy between class A and B J-proteins of hu-

mans, C. elegans, and yeast, that leads to an increase in protein disaggregation efi-

ciency [169, 171]. Similar experiments with prokaryotic E.coli J-proteins showed

no increase in the protein disaggregation activity when both J–protein classes were

mixed [171]. This opens the questions of how the different J–protein classes in-

teract with each other, and which biochemical differences in the J–proteins lead

to the synergy and this highly efficient protein disaggregation activity. To investi-

gate these complex questions, computational modeling and simulations were per-

formed. First, the three–dimensional structures of the JDs and the CTDs of the

J–proteins from human, fungi, nematodes and bacteria were modelled, because

available structural data was limited. Only these two domains were modeled for
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two main reasons. Firstly, these two domain are linked by a highly flexible linker

region, which is difficult to resolve by crystallography, and therefore structural

data is rarely available. Secondly, by using two separate domains it is possible two

perform docking simulations and to analyze inter– and intramolecular interactions

of J–proteins. Furthermore, the experiments have shown interactions between the

JDs and CTDs, therefore is was reasonable to perform the docking simulations

with these domains.

Considering the protein structures from different organisms, which can be

grouped into pro– and eukaryotes, provides a meaningful way to analyze the

possible evolutionary effects on the interclass J–protein interaction. The elec-

trostatic potentials of all domains were computed, and Brownian dynamics sim-

ulations with the Simulation of Diffusional Association (SDA) software package

[62, 63, 64] were performed to generate diffusional encounter complexes of hu-

man (class A (DNAJA1, DNAJA2) and class B (DNAJB1, DNAJB4)) and bacterial

(E.coli DnaJ and CbpA) JDs and CTDs in detail, and compare them with the ex-

perimental results [169, 171]. In the next step, a local electrostatic potential

comparison around the interaction sites identified by docking, and a clustering

based on electrostatic similarity was performed with the Protein Interaction Prop-

erty Similarity Analysis (PIPSA) tool [54, 55, 56] to quantitatively compare the

the electrostatic potentials of the J–proteins. A subset of the J–proteins helped to

identify clear differences between pro– and eukaryote J–proteins.

The human class B family of J–proteins contains canonical and non–canonical

J–proteins [168]. In contrast to canonical J–proteins (e.g. DNAJB1 and DNAJB4),

non-canonical J–proteins, for example, DNAJB2 and DNAJB8 are able to prevent

protein aggregation of amyloidogenic proteins via ubiquitin–interacting motifs

(UIMs) and serine–rich stretches located in the respective C–terminal domains

(CTDs) [168, 172, 173, 174]. Even if all J–proteins have a JD, the overall three–

dimensional structure can be very different, for example DNAJB8 occurs as a poly–

dispersed oligomeric complex, instead of a dimer like DNAJB1. Experiments have

revealed that, in comparison to DNAJB1, both DNAJB2 and DNAJB8 are incapable

of reactivating aggregated luciferase, even when mixed with class A J–proteins

[171]. The question of which differences present in canonical and non–canonical

J–proteins, especially in the JDs, lead to this difference in function is addressed

in this chapter by another PIPSA analysis of canonical and non–canonical class
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B JDs. This helped to identify possibly relevant features of class B JDs, in their

complexation with class A CTDs.

4.1.1 Three-Dimensional Structures of class A and B J-Proteins

Three classes of J–Proteins exist – A, B, and C. Here, only classes A and B will

be considered. The class A and B J–proteins are homodimers whose monomers

consist of two main domains; the C–terminal domain (CTD) and the N–terminal

J–domain (JD). Figure 4.1 displays representative structures of a class A (DNAJA2,

green) and a class B (DNAJB1, blue) CTD. In the following, class A protein do-

mains are always colored in green and class B domains in blue. Both classes con-

tain CTD–I and CTD–II domains in each monomer. At the C–terminus of the CTD–

II domain, both classes have a dimerization site that connects the two monomers to

form a homodimer. In comparison to the class B CTDs, the class A CTDs contain an

additional zinc–finger–like region (ZFLR), that is connected to the CTD–I domain.

The class A CTD together with ZFLR provides substrate specificity [175, 176].

At the C–terminus of each JD, a highly flexible, disordered and G/F rich linker

region (not shown in Figure 4.1) connects the JD with the CTD–I domain. In

Figure 4.1, a representative structure of a JD (DNAJA2, human) is shown on the

right. The three–dimensional structures of class A and B JDs are highly similar,

which is why only one is shown. The JDs mainly consist of four α–helices (I–

IV, see Figure 4.1) that are connected by short loop regions. At the end of helix

II, a short, three residues long HPD motif can be found (marked in Figure 4.1).

This motif is highly conserved in all J–protein structures, and is important for the

HSP70 interaction.

The J–proteins are highly flexible, and in the dimer, the distance between the

CTD monomers can vary, while the protein is only restrained bound at the dimer-

ization domain at the bottom of the protein. The JD of each J-protein can move

around, as the JD is only bound to the CTD by a flexible linker. The JDs can

interact with their respective CTD, or another CTD, but this binding is transient

and not permanent. For a more detailed overview of the structure and function of

J-proteins, see [168, 177].
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Figure 4.1: The topologies of class A (top left) and B (top right) J–proteins. Below this, the cartoon
representations of the two distinct classes of J–proteins A (green) and B (blue) are displayed,
showing the highly conserved domain organization. The HSP70–intertacting HPD motif is labeled
in red in both representations and is located in the N–terminal J–domain (JD). The JD is connected
by a Gly/Phe–rich flexible region (G/F) (not shown in cartoon representation) with the C–terminal
β–sandwich domains (CTD–I and II). The monomers are connected via the dimerization site (D).
Class A J–proteins are distinguished mainly by a zinc–finger–like region (ZFLR) that inserts into
the CTD–I subdomain [168, 177]. The scaling of the CTDs and the JD is not the same to enable
a bigger representation of the JD. The four helices (I-IV), similar in class A and B JDs, are labeled
in the cartoon representation.

4.1.2 Methodological Challenges

Protein–protein docking simulations are an established procedure in the molecular

modeling field. Nevertheless, the docking of J–domains to the respective CTD is a

special challenge. A protein–protein docking simulation with the whole structures

of the J–proteins was not possible. Reasons for this include the missing G/F linker

region between the JD and CTD, and the fact the CTDs are highly flexible, meaning

rigid body docking of this huge J–proteins would not have been able to simulate

the CTD interaction with the JD, which is flexibly bound to the CTD.

Experiments have shown evidence that electrostatics play a role in the interac-

tions of the J–proteins [169]. This fact suggested the application of the SDA soft-

ware, which considers the electrostatics of simulated proteins, and additionally

provides the ability to incorporate constraints. This feature of adding constraints

to the simulation was helpful in one specific simulation set–up. Previously, the SDA
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software has been applied to globular macromolecules, but the three–dimensional

structure of the CTD homodimer has an approximate scale of 110 Å x 100 Å x 30 Å

and an overall V–shaped structure. Additionally, J–proteins are highly flexible and

therefore can have a huge variety of structural conformations. This made appro-

priate simulations of the whole, flexible J–proteins in the SDA simulations difficult

and therefore required the JD–CTD docking simulations. This simulation set–up

allowed the inclusion of some kind of flexibility, to represent the missing G/F

linker region. Another uncertainty was whether the quality of the many modeled

protein structures was good enough for these types of simulations to reproduce

the experimental results.

To analyze the docking results, the existing clustering workflow in SDA re-

quired modification to handle the challenging analysis of this docking data. This

modified clustering procedure is explained in detail in Section 4.4.2. However,

together with the experimental results the overall methodology that was applied

could be verified and tested for this challenging class of molecules.

4.2 J-Protein Structural Modeling

This section is taken and adapted from reference [169].

For the computational analysis of the J–proteins, three-dimensional structures of

class A and B J–proteins from different organisms are required. Therefore, the

necessary protein structures were either crystal or NMR structures taken from the

RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB; http://www.rcsb.org) or comparative models that

are either present in the SWISS–MODEL database and can be found using the

Protein Model Portal (PMP, www.proteinmodelportal.org) or were modelled with

SWISS–MODEL (SM) [178, 179, 180, 19]. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give an overview of

all structures, and the corresponding organism and UniProt accession numbers. A

fully annotated list with details about the modeling procedure and the PDB ID can

be found in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 in the Appendix.

The structure of the CTD DNAJB1 dimer was taken from the crystal structure

(PDB ID 3agz, resolution: 2.51 Å) [181] and that of JD DNAJB1 from the first

entry of the NMR structure (PDB ID 1hdj) [182]. Since the N–terminus of chain

B in the CTD DNAJB1 dimer is missing three residues compared to chain A, the

N–terminal nine residues from chain A were superimposed on the N–terminus of
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Table 4.1: List of analyzed class A J–protein structures. For DNAJA4 only the CTD was modeled
and analyzed.

Name Organism UniProt Accession Number

DNAJA1 H. sapiens P31689
DNAJA2 H. sapiens O60884
DNAJA4 H. sapiens Q8WW22

Ydj1 S. cerevisiae P25491
DNJ–12 C. elegans O45502

DnaJ E. coli P08622
DnaJ S. typhi P0A1G8
DnaJ K. pneumoniae C4T9C4
DnaJ P. oryzihabitans A0A0D7F716
DnaJ B. pertusis Q7VVY3
DnaJ A. aceti A0A063X4A7
DnaJ Sphingomonas sp. Q1NCH5
DnaJ C. ultunense M1ZGL1
ATJ3 A. thaliana Q94AW8

Table 4.2: List of analyzed class B J-protein structures. The last three J–proteins are only ana-
lyzed based on their JDs. DNAJB1RRR is a triple mutant of DNAJB1 (D4R, E69R, E70R) that fails
to interact with opposite class A CTDs [169].

Name Organism UniProt Accession Number

DNAJB1 H. sapiens P25685
DNAJB4 H. sapiens Q9UDY4

Sis1 S. cerevisiae P25294
DNJ–13 C. elegans Q20774
CbpA E. coli P36659
CbpA S. typhi P63262
CbpA K. pneumoniae W9BQH2
CbpA P. oryzihabitans A0A0D7FE35
CbpA B. pertusis J7RE62
CbpA A. aceti A0A063XA16
CbpA Sphingomonas sp. Q1NEX3
CbpA C. ultunense M1ZLZ3

At5g25530 A. thaliana F4JY55

DNAJB2 H. sapiens P25686
DNAJB8 H. sapiens Q8NHS0

DNAJB1RRR H. sapiens P25685, D4R, E69R, E70R
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chain B to obtain coordinates for the missing three residues. Comparative models

of the CTD DNAJB4 dimer and JD DNAJB4 were both found in the PMP and

are based on the template structures 3agz and 1hdj, respectively. To add the

missing three residues at the N–terminus of chain B, the same procedure as for

CTD DNAJB1 was used.

Comparative models of the CTD monomers of DNAJA1 and DNAJA2 were both

taken from the PMP. Both structures were modelled with SM based on the tem-

plate crystal structure, 1nlt (resolution 2.70 Å)[175]. The structure of JD DNAJA1

is the first entry of the NMR structure, 2lo1 in the RCSB PDB. A comparative model

of JD DNAJA2 was taken from the PMP and is based on the same template struc-

ture, 2lo1. Structures of the CTD dimer were generated for DNAJA1 and DNAJA2

as follows: the dimerization site was modelled with SM based on the template

crystal structure, 1xao (resolution 2.07 Å) [183]. Then, the structures of the CTD

monomers were superimposed on the corresponding dimerization site model and

only the C–terminal missing residues of the dimerization site were added to the

CTD domains. The structure of the J–domain of DNJ–12 was taken from the crys-

tal structure PDB ID 2och (resolution 1.86 Å). The CTD dimer of DNJ–12 was

modeled based on the crystal structure, 1nlt, using SM. The J–domain of DNJ–13

was modeled based on 1hdj and the dimer structure of the CTD of DNJ–13 was

based on 3agz A/B. Further editing of the following structures was performed to

generate a set of comparable structures of the J–proteins. The N–terminal Gly was

deleted in JD DNAJA1, because it is not part of the UniProt entry P31689. The last

seven residues of JD DNAJB1 were deleted to have a comparable C–terminal end

to the JDs of DNAJA1 and DNAJA2. Similarly, the last four C–terminal residues

in JD DNAJB4 were deleted to obtain comparable C–terminal ends to the JDs of

DNAJA1 and DNAJA2.

For the following proteins, three dimensional structures are available and were

used: J–domains of Sis1 (PDB ID: 4rwu, resolution 1.25 Å, [184]), E. coli class A

(PDB ID: 1xbl, [185]), E. coli class B (PDB ID: 3ucs, resolution 1.87 Å), human

DNAJB8 (PDB ID: 2dmx), human DNAJB2 (PDB ID: 2lgw, [186]) and CTD of Sis1

(PDB ID: 1c3g, resolution 2.7 Å, [187]) and Ydj1 (PDB ID: 1nlt, 1xao). The struc-

ture of the CTD dimer of Ydj1 was built, similarly to DNAJA1 and DNAJA2, using

the structure of the CTD monomer (PDB ID: 1nlt), which was superimposed twice

on a crystal structure containing the dimerization site (PDB ID: 1xao) by using

PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org). For the remainder of the proteins studied, no
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crystal or NMR structure was available. Therefore, three–dimensional structures

of the domains of these proteins were built by comparative modeling using the SM

webserver (http://swissmodel.expasy.org) [18]. For all class A CTD models, the

modelled CTD dimer of Ydj1 was used as a template structure and the two Zn2+

ions were transferred afterwards by superimposing the structures with PyMOL. For

the class A CTD of Pseudomonas oryzihabitans (Uniprot accession: A0A0D7F716),

a less conserved loop close to the Zn2+ binding region was modeled with differ-

ent backbone coordinates from the template structure but these prohibit realistic

Zn2+ binding because of a too large binding distance. Therefore, three residues

were changed in the sequence to force the SM algorithm to model the same back-

bone coordinates as in the template structure (KIIPEP –> DIIKDP). Afterwards,

the three residues in the model structure were back–mutated using the mutagen-

esis tool in the PyMOL software. This model was then used as a template struc-

ture in the SM webserver to slightly adapt the side chains in the mutated region.

Only in the case of the Sphingomonas sp (strain SKA58) DnaJ (UniProt acces-

sion: Q1NCH5), is the model of Acetobacter aceti 1023 DnaJ (UniProt accession:

A0A063X4A7), which was built using the Ydj1 model, used as a template because

the less conserved loop around the Zn2+ binding region was modeled better for

Zn2+ ion binding than when the Ydj1 model was used. In the case of the Borde-
tella pertussis (UniProt accession: Q7VVY3) class A CTD, the sequence alignment

was manually adapted to enable the modeling of the C–terminal region. For this

purpose, a multiple sequence alignment of the four gamma and the beta bacterial

sequences and the yeast sequence (template structure) was considered using the

software DeepView [178]. A DeepView project with the adapted alignment was

uploaded to the Swiss–Model webserver.

For the class B CTDs, the Swiss–Model webserver was used to find a template

structure and, if multiple templates were found, the one with the highest sequence

identity to the target structure was chosen and then, in the case of more than one

structure for this sequence, the corresponding structure with the highest QMEAN4

score. For the following class B CTDs (UniProt accession numbers), the template

structure 3lz8.B (resolution 2.9 Å) was used: P36659, P63262, W9BQH2, J7RE62,

F4JY55. The PDB ID 3lz8.A was used as a template structure for the following class

B CTDs (UniProt accession numbers): A0A0D7FE35, Q1NEX3, M1ZLZ3, O75953.

For the Type B CTD of A0A063XA16, the structure with the PDB ID 4j80.A (reso-

lution 2.9 Å, [188]) was used as a template. The dimer structure of Sis1 was built
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by superimposing the crystal structure of the monomer (PDB ID: 1c3g) twice on

the 19 C–terminal residues of the crystal structure of the DNAJB1 dimer (PDB ID:

3agz).

For the class A J–domain of Acetobacter aceti 1023 DnaJ (UniProt accession:

A0A063X4A7), the structure with the PDB ID 4j80 was chosen, and for the Sph-
ingomonas sp (strain SKA58) DnaJ (UniProt accession: Q1NCH5) and the ATJ3

(UniProt accession: Q94AW8), the structure with PDB ID 4rwu was chosen as

the template structure. In the case of DNAJA4 (UniProt accession: Q8WW22),

the structure with PDB ID 2lo1 was taken as the template. For all other class A

J–domains, the structure with the PDB ID 1xbl from E. coli was used as the tem-

plate. For the class B J–domains, the following templates were used (UniProt

accession: PDB ID of template structure): A0A063XA16:4j7z, Q1NEX3:2dmx,

M1ZLZ3:2yua, F4JY55(At5g25530):2m6y, O75953(DNAJB5):4wb7. For all other

class B J–domains, the E. coli structure with the PDB ID 3ucs was used. For the

DNAJB1RRR JD mutant, the DNAJB1 structure was used and the following three

mutations were integrated with the PyMOL mutagenesis tool: D4R, E69R, E70R.

4.2.1 Results

Fully annotated lists of all structures are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 in the Ap-

pendix. Table 6.1 contains detailed information about available crystal structures,

including the resolution and corresponding UniProt accession number, available

NMR structures are also listed. Table 6.2 contains information about the homol-

ogy modeled structures. For each modeled domain it provides the applied tem-

plate structure, the sequence identity, and the QM4 score provided by the SWISS–

MODEL webserver. Graphical representations of all structures are provided in the

next sections together with the electrostatic potentials.

The quality of the modeled structures highly depends on the sequence identity

to the template structure and the quality of the template structure itself. For ex-

ample, the class A CTD homodimer of yeast (Ydj1, S. cerevisiae, P25491) was built

by aligning a crystal structure of a yeast class A monomer two times on a crys-

tal structure of the dimerization site. This constructed homodimer is limited in

quality, but was the only way to generate a structure of a class A CTD dimer that

was used many times as a template structure. But this led to an overall quality

reduction of all class A CTDs.
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Based on the QM4 score, the quality of the modeled JDs were in generally

better than those from the CTDs. This is probably related with the higher structural

conservation of the four helices in the JDs, and the fact that more structural data

is available. This allowed the selection of better template structures with higher

sequence identity for the individual modeled JDs.

In the case of the class A CTDs, often a sequence identity around 30 % was

obtained. This sequence identity is already at the lowest limit of the criterion to

decide if a structure can or should be modeled. However, based on the fact that all

class A CTDs are based in general on the same template structure, this uncertainty

of model quality is contained in all class A CTDs and therefore still enables the

comparison between these structures. In the case of Sphingomonas sp. (Q1NCH5),

the structure was modeled with the modeled structure of A. aceti (A0A063X4A7)

as template, which itself was modeled with the structure of S. cerevisiae. This

means that the structure of Sphingomonas sp. is also based on the structure of S.
cerevisiae.

In the case of class B CTDs more structural data was available. This allowed

the selection of template structures with higher sequence identity, leading to better

model qualities in comparison to those of class A CTD models. However, in some

cases also a low sequence identity of around 33 % was received, see class B models

of A. aceti, Sphingomonas sp., and C. ultunese in Table 6.2.

Overall, the quality of the modeled structures is limited, which should be con-

sidered when analyzing any simulation or computational data that used these

models, but they also provide the possibility for further analyses and comparison

of the J–proteins from different organisms.

4.3 Electrostatic Potential Comparison

This section is taken and adapted from reference [169].

As previously explained in Chapter 1, the electrostatic potentials of proteins

play an important role for protein interactions and molecular function. The at-

traction and repulsion influences where and how strongly the proteins interact.

Therefore, the analysis and visualization of the electrostatic potentials of proteins
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provides a way to obtain insights into the protein binding features and compare

them.

Experiments with triple charge–reversal variants of the J–domain of DNAJB1

that replaced negatively charged residues with the positively charged Arg residue

around the helices I and IV, showed a strong reduction of interclass J–protein

cooperation and disaggregation efficiency [169]. These results demonstrate that

electrostatics might play a role in the J–protein interaction and are worth analyz-

ing in more detail to understand how relevant they are.

Here, the electrostatic potentials of J–proteins were calculated and compared.

As previously explained, the structure of these proteins is highly flexible and con-

tains a G/F–rich linker region that is disordered. This region is not considered in

the electrostatic potential comparison, because of missing structural data. There-

fore, the electrostatic potentials are compared separately for the JD and the CTD

structures of the class A and B J-proteins.

4.3.1 Methods

All structures were prepared by adding polar hydrogen atoms to the protein struc-

tures with WHATIF5 [189] assuming pH 7.2. Afterwards, the electrostatic poten-

tials of each protein structure was calculated by numerically solving the linearized

Poisson–Boltzmann equation with UHBD [53]. Electrostatic potential grids with

2503 grid points with a 1 Å spacing were used for all proteins. The relative dielec-

tric constants of the solvent and the protein were set to 78.0 and 4.0, respectively,

and the dielectric boundary was defined by the protein’s van der Waals surface.

The ionic strength was set to 50 mM at a temperature of 300K, with an ion exclu-

sion radius (Sternlayer) of 1.5 Å. The protein atoms were assigned OPLS atomic

partial charges and radii [190].

All electrostatic potential figures were generated by using the Visual Molecular

Dynamics (VMD) software [191]. The isopotential levels for all figures is defined

to 1 (positive charge, cyan) and -1 (negative charge, red) kcal/mol/e. An overview

of the electrostatic potential visualizations, which will be discussed in the next

section, is shown in Figure 4.2 for the class A CTDs (top) and JDs (bottom) and in

Figure 4.3 for the class B CTDs (top) and JDs (bottom).
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4.3.2 Results and Discussion

The three–dimensional structures of JDs and CTDs of the class A and B J–proteins

from human to bacteria allow the analysis of the degree of conservation of class

specific electrostatic potentials. In this section, a visual inspection is described

for the JDs and CTDs of class A and B, which are separated into prokaryotic and

eukaryotic J–proteins. A quantitative comparison of the electrostatic potentials of

the CTDs is performed in Section 4.5 with the PIPSA tool.

The prokaryotic J–protein sample includes class A J–protein DnaJ and class B

CbpA structures from a wide range of bacteria (see Figure 4.2 and 4.3). The eu-

karyotic sample consists of non–metazoan (plants and yeast) and metazoan (ne-

matode, human) J–proteins belonging to class A and B. The representative for

the plants come from A. thaliana and is only included in the more detailed PIPSA

analysis in Section 4.5 and the electrostatic potential is shown in Figure 4.10.

Visual inspection of JDs (Figure 4.2 and 4.3) shows a general conservation

of the protein structure and electrostatic potentials within each of the J–protein

classes throughout evolution. Both class A and class B JDs display a bipolar charge

distribution, which is however more prominent among the class B JDs. The posi-

tive patch around α–helix II, which is implicated in HSP70 binding [192, 193], is

the most prominent feature of the electrostatic potential of the JDs (see Figure 4.2

and 4.3).

Among the CTDs however, clear class–dependent differences are observed and

also differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic structures are recognizable.

Qualitatively, the eukaryotic class B CTDs (Figure 4.3) are dominantly positively

charged (cyan), while in prokaryotic structures, a mixture of positively (red) and

negatively charged patches are observed. The structure of the prokaryotic class

B C. ultunense (Figure 4.3, M1ZGL1) represents a different electrostatic potential

compared to the other prokaryotic class B CTDs and has, similar to the eukaryotic

structures, a dominant positively charged patch at the outer region of the CTD.

In eukaryotic class A CTDs (Figure 4.2), the ZFLR and CTD–I region is pep-

pered with exposed positively and negatively charged patches, while the CTD–II

is predominantly negatively charged (red). In contrast, there is a switch of these

electrostatic potential patterns in prokaryotic class A J–proteins: the ZFLR and

CTD–I regions are predominantly negative, while the CTD–II regions show clus-

ters of both positive and negative patches.
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Figure 4.2: Electrostatic isopotential contour maps of class A CTD dimers (top) and JDs (bot-
tom) from human, fungi, nematodes and bacteria. The protein structure is depicted in green
cartoon representation and the electrostatic potential around the proteins is contoured at +1 (pos-
itive,cyan) and -1 (negative,red) kcal/mol/e. J–protein name and corresponding UniProt acces-
sion number are given in parentheses for each organism. Human class A J–proteins are rep-
resented by DNAJA1 (P31689) and DNAJA2 (O60884). S. cerevisiae (Ydj1, P25491) and C.
elegans (DNJ-12, O45502) represent fungi and nematodes, respectively. Bacterial DnaJ are rep-
resented from the following subgroups: alphaproteobacteria (A0A063X4A7, Q1NCH5), betapro-
teobacterium (Q7VVY3), gammaproteobacteria (P08622, P0A1G8, C4T9C4, A0A0D7F716) and
firmicute (M1ZGL1). Figure elements are based on those in reference [171] and are rearranged.
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Figure 4.3: Electrostatic isopotential contour maps of class B CTD dimers (top) and JDs (bot-
tom) from human, fungi, nematodes and bacteria. The protein structure is depicted in blue car-
toon representation and the electrostatic potential around the proteins is contoured at +1 (pos-
itive,cyan) and -1 (negative,red) kcal/mol/e. J–protein name and corresponding Uniprot acces-
sion number are given in parentheses for each organism. Human class B J–proteins are rep-
resented by DNAJB1 (P25685) and DNAJB4 (Q9UDY4). S. cerevisiae (Sis1, P25294) and C.
elegans (DNJ-13, Q20774) represent fungi and nematodes, respectively. Bacterial CbpA are rep-
resented from the following subgroups: alphaproteobacteria (A0A063XA16, Q1NEX3), betapro-
teobacterium (J7RE62), gammaproteobacteria (P36659, P63262, Q9BQH2, A0A0D7FE35) and
firmicute (M1ZLZ3). Figure elements are based on those in reference [171] and are rearranged.
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Taken together, eukaryotic–like features are observed emerging in class B CTDs

of some bacteria such as C. ultunense, A. aceti and Sphingomonas sp (Figure 4.3),

but not in the partnering class A CTD (Figure 4.2). Experiments showed interclass

J–protein complexation in eukaryotes, but not in prokaryotes [169, 171]. The

electrostatics of the interacting J–proteins are similar in both classes, those from

non–interacting J–proteins are also similar, but at least in one class different to

the interacting J–proteins. These features suggest J–protein networking via inter-

class complex formation, which is influenced by electrostatic interaction, in both

animals and simpler eukaryotic unicellular organisms such as yeast, but not in

bacteria.

4.4 Protein Domain Docking Simulations

This section is taken and adapted from reference [169] and [171].

To further investigate the conjecture of a protein domain interaction network of

eukaryotic J–proteins, all–against–all rigid body Brownian dynamics docking sim-

ulations were performed. For this purpose, JDs were docked to inter– and in-

tramolecular CTDs. These analyses help to understand the interactions of JDs and

CTDs and detect possible interaction sites.

Previously performed experiments with DnaJ and CbpA of E. coli revealed a

high disaggregation activity independent of class A and B mixing [171]. A compu-

tational analysis with Brownian dynamics docking simulations was performed to

understand the differences between the pro- and eukaryotic J–proteins and high-

light differences in the JD–CTD interactions.

Experiments with DNAJA2 and DNAJB1 revealed a set of amino acid residues

that performed intermolecular cross–links [169]. This list of residues in the JDs

and CTDs is shown in Table 4.3. These cross–links are used to, beside other cri-

teria, evaluate the simulation results and test their consistency. Additional in-

tramolecular cross–links were found in DNAJB1 and the residues in the CTD are

visualized in the SDA and clustering results section.

4.4.1 Methods

A list of all performed docking simulations is shown in Table 4.4 where the first

part represents simulations with human J–protein domains and the last two sim-
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Table 4.3: List of experimentally determined cross–links between JDs and CTDs. This data was
used to evaluate the simulation results. The sequence numbering is taken from the respective
UniProt sequences (see Table 4.1 and 4.2). Data taken from [169].

Interaction Cross–links

DNAJA2JD – DNAJB1CTD K46–K209
DNAJB1JD – DNAJA2CTD K21–K226
DNAJA2CTD – DNAJB1CTD K223–K159
DNAJA2CTD – DNAJB1CTD K223–K188
DNAJA2CTD – DNAJB1CTD K223–K195

ulations between human and E.coli J–proteins. All protein–protein docking simu-

lations were performed with a rigid–body treatment of the protein structures using

the Simulation of Diffusional Association (SDA) program (version 7, http://mcm.h-

its.org/sda7) [64, 194]. SDA uses Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation to perform

the sampling of protein configurations subject to inter–protein forces and torques

due to electrostatic and non–polar interactions. The electrostatic potentials of

the structures were computed as described in Section 4.3. Additional preparation

steps are described in the following section.

The effective charges were derived with ECM [51] and for each protein they

were fit to reproduce the electrostatic potential in a 3–Å-thick layer extending

outwards from the protein’s solvent–accessible surface computed as defined by a

probe of radius 4 Å. The effective charges for proteins were placed on the carboxy-

late oxygen atoms of Asp and Glu amino acid residues and the C–terminus, and

the amine nitrogen atoms of Lys and Arg amino acid residues and the N–terminus.

For the Zn2+ion, an effective charge site with a formal charge of -2e was placed on

the ion, corresponding to the summed charge of the ion and its four coordinating

cysteine side–chains.

The desolvation penalty of each effective charge was computed as the sum of

desolvation penalties due to the low dielectric cavity of each atom of the other

protein [195], which was precomputed on a grid. The grid dimensions were set

to 1503 grid points with a spacing of 1 Å. Ionic strength and dielectric constants

were assigned as for the electrostatic potential calculations. The ion radius was

assigned as 1.5 Å.

The non–polar desolvation forces were computed using precomputed grids

[196]. The distance parameters (a) and (b) were assigned values of 3.10 Å and

4.35 Å, respectively. The parameter (c) was assigned as 1.0 and the conversion
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Table 4.4: List of CTD–JD docking simulations between class A and B J-protein domains. The
corresponding classes are mentioned in the last column, the first defines the CTD and the second
the JD.

CTD JD Classes

DNAJA1 DNAJA1 A – A
DNAJA2 DNAJA1 A – A
DNAJA1 DNAJA2 A – A
DNAJA2 DNAJA2 A – A
DNAJB1 DNAJA1 B – A
DNAJB4 DNAJA1 B – A
DNAJB1 DNAJA2 B – A
DNAJB4 DNAJA2 B – A
DNAJA1 DNAJB1 A – B
DNAJA2 DNAJB1 A – B
DNAJB1 DNAJB1 B – B
DNAJB4 DNAJB1 B – B
DNAJA1 DNAJB4 A – B
DNAJA2 DNAJB4 A – B
DNAJB1 DNAJB4 B – B
DNAJB4 DNAJB4 B – B

CbpAE.coli DnaJE.coli B – A
DNAJB1 DnaJE.coli B – A

factor to β = –0.0065 kcal mol-1 Å-2. The grid dimensions were set to 1503 grid

points with a spacing of 1 Å.

The calculation of the excluded volume grids was done by describing the pro-

tein shape by a grid with a 0.25 Å spacing. A probe of radius of 1.77 Å was used

to determine the protein shape and the radius of the solvent probe to determine

the surface atoms was set to 1.4 Å.

The SDA docking protocol itself requires the following steps: For each protein

pair docking simulation, 10,000 trajectories were generated with SDA. Trajectories

were started with the proteins at a separation distance of 100 Å and a random rel-

ative orientation. A trajectory was terminated if the protein separation exceeded

300 Å or a simulation time of 500 ns was reached. The protein–protein separa-

tion was calculated as the distance between their centers of geometry (COG). Up

to 3,000 configurations sampled during the BD trajectories with a separation of

less than 105 Å were saved. During the BD simulations, if a new docking pose is

considered similar to a previously saved pose, that is, has an approximate RMSD
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less than 2 Å, then the configuration with the lower intermolecular energy is saved

and the counter of this docking pose, the occupation, is incremented. The relative

translational diffusion coefficient was set to 0.027 Å2 ps-1. The rotational diffusion

coefficient for both proteins was set to 3.92 * 104 radian 2 ps-1. The time step was

1 ps at separations less than 120 Å and increased linearly beyond this threshold

with a slope of 2 ps Å-1.

For the docking simulations with the CTD of DnaJE. coli, the cluster representa-

tives were used to calculate the average Euclidean distance between their center

of geometry (COG) and the COG of the two cluster representatives of the dock-

ing with the JD of DNAJB1 and CTD of DNAJA2. For this purpose, the CTD of

DnaJE. coli was superimposed on the CTD of DNAJA2 before carrying out the dock-

ing simulations. Because of the dimeric structure of the CTDs, the distances to

both COG of the cluster representatives (cluster 1 and 2, see Figure 4.6) was cal-

culated and the smaller distance was used for calculating the average distance of

all cluster representatives.

4.4.2 Clustering of Docking Complexes

The detailed analysis of the SDA docking results is discussed in the next section,

but in summary the simulated protein complexes show a high degree of varia-

tion, resulting in a huge variety of slightly different orientations of the docked

protein domain, and also different interaction interfaces. Additionally, the dimeric

structure of the CTDs led to protein complexes on each monomer. Therefore, an

adaption of the standard docking procedure of SDA results was necessary to en-

sure an appropriate data analysis that also detect interaction interfaces on each

monomer.

Figure 4.4 visualizes the updated clustering workflow. Generated SDA results

are post–processed to define the final cluster representatives. The saved configu-

rations for each docked protein pair are clustered with a bottom–up hierarchical

clustering algorithm. The backbone RMSD between each docked protein configu-

ration was calculated to produce an inter–configuration distance matrix. Initially,

each docked structure was assigned to a separate cluster. The closest clusters

were merged and the distance matrix updated. This process was repeated until

all docked protein structures were in one cluster. The distance between clusters is

defined as the average backbone RMSD between docked protein structures in one

cluster relative to structures in another cluster. The representative of a cluster is
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Figure 4.4: Workflow of the adapted clustering procedure for SDA results. The diamond repre-
sents a decision step that depends on the satisfaction of the shown criterion. See text for detailed
description.

the protein configuration with the smallest RMSD to every other member of the

cluster. In each clustering cycle, the cluster sizes, the means, and standard devi-

ations of the RMSD of all clusters to the corresponding cluster representative are

calculated and stored.

In the following post analysis, the generated clustering data was used to per-

form a top–down analysis. The number of configurations in each cluster in each

clustering cycle was determined, taking the cluster occupation during the BD sim-

ulations into account (for explanation, see previous Section 4.4), and the clusters

in each clustering cycle were ranked by size. The number of generated clusters

was chosen using the following criteria. Starting with the last clustering cycle
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(one total cluster) and the largest cluster, the minimum number of clusters ac-

counting for 90% of the total number of configurations docked and satisfying the

criterion that the mean RMSD plus the standard deviation of the clusters is less

than 10 Å, was determined. This threshold resulted in docking configurations with

similar COG of the J–domains, but orientations differing by about 90◦ being as-

signed to different clusters. This post analysis reduced the number of very small

clusters and created compact clusters containing 90% of the generated clusters.

The number of total and considered clusters already provide an initial overview

of the simulations. When the total number of clusters was high, the generated

data was probably non–specific, whereas if a few clusters were enough to produce

compact clusters, the data used was more specific.

Finally, this cluster analysis workflow provides the total number of generated

clusters of which only those are considered that account together for 90% of all

data and each cluster fulfills the criterion shown in Figure 4.4. In the following,

these clustering results are notated as follows: 2/4 for a total of 4 generated

clusters and 2 considered clusters.

4.4.3 Discussion of SDA and Clustering Results

To define the interaction interface of J–domains and CTD dimers and compare

them with the experimental cross–linking results, unbiased docking simulations

were performed. The results of the applied SDA simulations are visualized in Fig-

ure 4.5, showing the preferred positions of the center of geometry of the docked

JDs around the CTDs represented as meshes or contours. For each listed combi-

nation of JD and CTD docking simulation in Table 4.4, this type of visualization is

shown in Figure 4.5. The corresponding clustering results are listed in Table 4.5.

Experiments revealed specific intermolecular cross–links [169], listed in Table

4.3. Corresponding Lys residues on the CTDs are highlighted in an orange space–

filling representation in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7. For the intramolec-

ular cross–links found in DNAJB1, the following residues are also highlighted in an

orange space–filling representation in Figure 4.5 (bottom, second from the right):

K158, K159, K188; K195, K202, K242, K306.

The results show a preferred binding interface of both classes of JDs on the

lower CTD–II domain of class A CTDs. However, the clustering results in Table 4.5

reveal that class B JDs (DNAJB1, DNAJB4) bind more specifically at the lower CTD

domain of class A. In general, the clustering procedure generated fewer clusters
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for class B JD docking data than for class A JDs. The experimental cross–linking

data corroborate these preferred interaction sites on the CTD–II of class A and

CTD–I of class B CTDs.

Figure 4.5: Preferred positions of the centers of geometry (COG) of J-domains (y axis,
DNAJA1, DNAJA2, DNAJB1 and DNAJB4) around CTD dimers (x axis, class A, green, class
B, blue) obtained from molecular docking simulations. JDDNAJA1/DNAJB1, wireframe meshes;
JD(DNAJA2/DNAJB4), brown contours, each contoured at the isovalue given in the top left of
each image. The higher scores for class A CTDs indicate greater specificity of the complexes
formed with J–domains; the lower scores for class B CTDs indicate much less specific inter-
actions. Lysines in inter– and intra–J–protein DNAJA2–DNAJB1 cross–links, orange spheres.
Figure elements are based on those in reference [169] and are rearranged.

The docking of the JD of DNAJA2 to the CTD of DNAJB1 is much weaker and

less specific than the JD of DNAJB1 docking to the CTD of DNAJA2, but docking

arrangements compatible with the cross–linking results were still obtained, see

Figure 4.7.

The preferred binding arrangement of the JD of DNAJB1 on the CTD of DNAJA2

is analyzed in more detail, as specific cross–linking data is available. Figure 4.6

shows the cartoon representation of the two considered cluster representatives

(blue) out of four generated total clusters. The cross–link found between K21

(JD, DNAJB1) and K226 (CTD, DNAJA2) is below a 30 Å threshold and therefore

in agreement with the experiments. In addition, both cluster representatives are
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Table 4.5: In silico prediction of JD–CTD interactions between class A and B J–proteins and in
vitro evidence that physical interactions between J–proteins do not overlap with J–protein sub-
strate binding sites. Properties of the docking arrangements obtained after clustering. Total num-
ber of clusters per simulation, denominator; number of selected clusters (corresponding to 90%
of all docked complexes), numerator, bold. In parentheses, the range of average energy values
(in units of kT) for the selected clusters. Lower energy values indicate more favourable binding;
fewer clusters indicate a more defined binding mode. The results marked with a represent cluster
values obtained for selected docking complexes that fall within the cross–linking range of 30 Å
(see text for details). The distance specification for the CTDDnaJE.coli (last two rows) describes the
average distance of center of geometry (COG) of the cluster representatives to the COG of the
cluster representatives of the DNAJB1 JD to the DNAJA2 CTD (see text for details). The docked
site for the CTD of DnaJE. coli differs from that for human DNAJA2.

CTDDNAJA1 CTDDNAJA2

JDDNAJA1 11/25, (-23.6 to -20.8) 6/11, (-25.9 to -24.2)
JDDNAJA2 4/4, (-23.9 to -22.4) 4/6, (-26.3 to -25.7)
JDDNAJB1 4/9, (-22.9 to -20.8) 2/4, (-24.3 to -24.0)
JDDNAJB4 3/9, (-22.1 to -21.5) 6/11, (-25.4 to -23.2)

CTDDNAJB1 CTDDNAJB4

JDDNAJA1 42/108, (-14.6 to -12.4) 40/109, (-14.9 to -11.5)

JDDNAJA2 26/65, (-16.0 to -13.9)
94/206, (-11.9 to -7.1)* 23/58, (-17.2 to -13.5)

JDDNAJB1 21/60, (-16.8 to -14.4) 19/60, (-17.3 to -14.2)
JDDNAJB4 11/34, (-18.0 to -15.7) 1/8, (-24.5)

CTDDnaJE.coli ∅ distance [Å]

JDCbpAE.coli 6/22, (-23.8 to -21.8) 44.1
JDDNAJB1 5/26, (-21.0 to -20.2) 41.4

located on each monomer of the CTD homo dimer in the same binding conforma-

tion. Another criterion that corroborates the reliability of these simulation data is

the accessibility of the HPD motif. As mentioned before, this motif is important

for the HSP70 binding and this interaction is still possible in the overall molecular

complex formed.

The clustering procedure for the simulation data of the JD of DNAJA2 to the

CTD of DNAJB1 docking produced 26 out of 65 clusters. These clusters were

very diverse and distributed around the whole DNAJB1 CTD. Further analysis of

the interaction site around the defined cross-linking residues is not possible and

therefore the simulation was repeated and only docked complexes that fall within

the cross–linking range of 30 Å between the Lys209 in the CTD of DNAJB1 and

Lys46 in the JD of DNAJA2 were considered for the final data set. This is still an
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unbiased simulation, only the focus on complexes withing this 30 Å has changed.

This data set is again clustered and 94 out of 206 clusters are generated. Even if

the number of total and considered clusters is higher, the results allow an analysis

of the complex formation around the interaction site that was detected experi-

mentally via cross–links [169]. In Figure 4.7, the DNAJA2 JD representatives of

cluster 1 and 2 are visualized in complex with the DNAJB1 CTD. This time, the

two representatives show slightly different binding orientations (compare Figure

4.6 and 4.7). However, the accessibility of the HPD motif is still retained for both

binding conformations. The JDs of DNAJA2 bind at the upper CTD–I of DNAJB1,

which showed a positively charged patch in the electrostatic potential analysis (see

Figure 4.3).

In summary, class B CTD dimers mostly showed a higher number of selected

and total clusters with less favorable interaction energies than class A CTD dimers.

Also a higher diversity in the docking poses of J–domains to class B CTD dimers

(see clustering at N-termini of class B CTD dimers, Figure 4.5) can be observed.

Figure 4.6: Ribbon diagrams showing rep-
resentative positions of DNAJB1 JDs on the
DNAJA2 CTD dimer from docking simulations;
cross–linked Lys residues (space filling, or-
ange, connected with black dashed lines).
HPD motif (stick representation, red). Figure
elements are based on those in reference [169]
and are rearranged.

Figure 4.7: Ribbon diagrams showing rep-
resentative positions of DNAJA2 JDs on the
DNAJB1 CTD dimer from docking simulations;
cross–linked Lys residues (space filling, or-
ange, connected with black dashed lines).
HPD motif (stick representation, red). Figure
elements are based on those in reference [169]
and are rearranged.

The SDA docking simulations with the CTD of DnaJE.coli are visualized in Figure

4.8 with JD of CbpAE.coli (left) and DNAJB1 (right). The results of the clustering
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procedure are listed in Table 4.5. Both simulation results visualized in 4.8 al-

ready show that the COG of both JDs are not located at the lower CTD of the

DnaJE.coli, which is the case for the human DNAJA2 CTD (compare with Figure 4.5

and 4.6). Instead, both simulations have an overlapping interaction region at the

upper CTD–I. The calculated average distances between the COGs for the six (JD

of CbpAE.coli) and five (JD of DNAJB1) cluster representatives are both above 40

Å, which is in agreement with the visual inspection of the COG mesh and contour

representations.

Figure 4.8: SDA docking results with DnaJE.coli CTD and JDs of CbpAE.coli (left) and DNAJB1
(right). Overlaid mesh and contour representations (at isovalue 17 kcal/mol/e) show preferred
positions of the center of geometry of the respective J–domains around the CTD dimer obtained
from molecular docking simulations.

The SDA simulations highlight a preferred interaction site of human canonical

class B JDs at the lower CTD of human class A CTDs. This interaction site is

dominated by an electrostatic negatively charged region, which shows at the CTD–

I/II hinge region small positively charged patches (see Figure 4.2). The interaction

site on the upper CTD–I of class B CTDs provides a positively charged region for

the JDs of class A to interact with. The simulation with the CTD of DnaJE. coli

revealed that canonical class B JDs, from E. coli and human, do not bind at the

lower CTD–II, but instead prefer a region at the upper CTD–I/ZFLR.
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4.5. PIPSA ANALYSIS

4.5 PIPSA Analysis

This section is taken and adapted from reference [169].

To quantitatively assess the differences in electrostatic potential among prokary-

otic and eukaryotic CTDs, a Protein Interaction Property Similarity Analysis (PIPSA)

[56] was performed around the previously discovered JD interaction interface lo-

cated at the CTD hinge regions of DNAJA2 and DNAJB1 (black dotted circles,

Figure 4.9). The 25 Å radius spheres encompass residues implicated in oppo-

site class JD interaction from crosslinking and Förster resonance energy transfer

(FRET) experiments [169] and the JD docking simulations in the previous section.

Experiments with a RRR mutant of DNAJB1 JD (see Table 4.2) revealed a

strong decrease of the synergistic effect of mixing class A and B J-proteins [169].

To analyze the impact of these three mutations, located on helices I and IV of the

JD, on the electrostatic potential and on the interaction with class A J-proteins, a

PIPSA analysis with JDs (including canonical and non–canonical JDs) was done.

4.5.1 Methods

For the electrostatic potential comparison with PIPSA it is necessary to superim-

pose the protein structures. Therefore, the class A CTDs were superimposed using

the lower CTD–II domain of DNAJA2 (UniProt sequence residue numbers: 257 –

339) and the class B CTDs are superimposed using the upper CTD–I domain of

DNAJB1 (UniProt sequence residue numbers: 156 – 245). All structures were su-

perimposed with the alignment tool of the PyMOL software, which performs a se-

quence alignment followed by a structural superposition and refinement process.

In addition to the CTDs of both classes, the JDs of selected class B J–proteins were

also analyzed regarding their electrostatic potential similarity (Section 4.5.4). For

this purpose, a global structural alignment was performed for selected class B J–

domain structures on the DNAJB1 JD.

The similarity of the calculated electrostatic potentials of the superimposed

structures was computed using the PIPSA software [54, 55, 56]. The resulting

distance matrix was used for a Ward’s clustering. Only for Type A CTDs was an

average–clustering used, but this yielded similar results to the Ward’s clustering.

For the local PIPSA analysis, a center and a radius were defined as follows. For

the local PIPSA analysis of the class A CTD, the midpoint between the residue
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K226 in the DNAJA2 CTD and K21 in the DNAJB1 J–domain was chosen. This

pair of residues was found in a lysine–specific cross–linking experiment, see Table

4.3 [169]. The previously performed docking simulation of the DNAJA2 CTD and

the DNAJB1 J–domain supports the domain interaction and the coordinate of the

midpoint was taken from the representative complexed structure (see Section 4.4

for more information). The radius of the sphere was set to 25 Å to include the

whole predicted interaction site. The same procedure was applied for the DNAJB1

CTD and the DNAJA2 J–domain, for which two cross–linking residues, K209 in the

DNAJB1 CTD and the K46 in the DNAJA2 J–domain, were identified, see Table 4.3

[169]. The radius of the sphere was also set to 25 Å. For the PIPSA analysis of the

metazoan JDs, average–clustering was applied. All metazoan JD structures were

superimposed on the DNAJB1 JD and a sphere with a radius of 25 Å was set to

cover the region around helix I and IV and the RRR mutation site of DNAJB1RRR.

4.5.2 Results

The electrostatic potential comparison with the PIPSA tool provides a quantitative

analysis of the interaction sites on the CTDs. Figure 4.9 shows the results for the

class A (top) and class B (bottom) local PIPSA analysis around the interaction

sites revealed in the previously performed SDA docking simulations. The labels

for the heat maps are based on the corresponding UniProt accession number and

are colored black for eukaryotes and orange for prokaryotes.

The local PIPSA analysis result of the class A CTD region (interaction site with

class B JDs) shows a clear separation of eukaryotic (black) and prokaryotic (or-

ange) proteins. The two class A representative J–protein structures for pro– and

eukaryotes (DnaJE.coli and DNAJA2, respectively) in Figure 4.9 have the spherical

region for comparison highlighted with a black dotted line. The dominant neg-

atively charged patch on the DNAJA2 CTD–II region can not be observed in the

comparable region of DnaJE.coli, but instead there is a general increase in exposed

positive charges at the JD interaction region. These changes in electrostatic po-

tentials therefore lead to a clear separation of pro– and eukaryotic class A CTDs.

The class B CTDs can be grouped into three clusters. The prokaryotes are

grouped together in two separate clusters, where the CTD of S. cerevisiae (Sis1,

P25294) represents an outlier of the eukaryotes as the structure has a higher simi-

larity with some bacterial representatives (see bottom left in Figure 4.9). The class

B CTDs show in general a less distinct electrostatic potential pattern at the inter-
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation of JD interaction sites on CTDs of the opposite class J–proteins. Local
PIPSA analysis of electrostatic potentials at class B JD interaction sites on CTDs of class A J–
proteins (top) and class A JD interaction sites on CTDs of class B J-proteins (bottom). Eukaryotic
sequences are coloured in black and prokaryotic ones in orange. The electrostatic potentials
analyzed in the spherical region (radius 25 Å) are indicated by the dashed black circles on the
representative eukaryotic (DNAJA2 and DNAJB1) and prokaryotic (DnaJ and CbpA of E.coli)
structures. These regions are clustered by electrostatic distance using Average (class A, top)
and Ward’s (class B, bottom) clustering. The heat map shows clustering of J-proteins according
to electrostatic distance. The color key represents the elctrostatic distance that considers the
similarity index of the compared potentials (red, left: high similarity – blue,right: low similarity).
The color key and density plots are depicted on the top left. Figure elements are based on those
in reference [171] and are rearranged.
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action site with class A JDs. Nevertheless, most of the eukaryotes are noticeably

grouped together. Visual inspection of the electrostatic potentials of the two rep-

resentative J–protein structures for pro– and eukaryotes (CbpAE.coli and DNAJB1,

respectively) in Figure 4.9 highlights that both structures have positively charged

patches at the hinge region of CTD–I and CTD–II. This patch is slightly differently

distributed and only small negatively charged patches might influence the PIPSA

analysis. This explains, why the clustering of class B CTDs is less distinct than for

class A CTDs in separating pro– and eukaryotic J-protein structures.

4.5.3 Analysis of J-protein representatives

Parts of this section are taken and adapted from reference [171].

In addition to the PIPSA analysis with the complete data set, an analysis of repre-

sentative J–proteins from different organisms, including human, fungi, nematodes

and bacteria, was performed. The reduction of data helps to identify core fea-

tures and differences between the selected organisms that lead to a separation of

prokaryotic and eukaryotic functionality of J–protein interactions. The following

organisms are included in this analysis: H.sapiens (DNAJA2, DNAJB1), C. elegans
(DNJ–12, DNJ–13), S. cerevisiae (Ydj1, Sis1), A. thaliana (Atj3, At5g25530), P.
oryzihabitans, B. pertussis and E. coli (DnaJ, CbpA). The electrostatic potentials

are shown in Figure 4.10.

Based on the electrostatic similarities around the hinge regions, the PIPSA anal-

ysis shows clustering of the CTD of J–proteins into two groups separating the

prokaryotes from eukaryotes (Figure 4.11). The J–proteins ATJ3 and At5g25530

from A. thaliana show electrostatic potential patterns that are more eukaryotic–

like (see Figure 4.10). The clustered groups of CTDs of both class A and class

B J–proteins of yeast, nematode and human reflect highly conserved charge dis-

tributions at the JD interaction interface (see Figure 4.11). The same regions in

prokaryotic CTDs show distinct clustering for both classes, but indicate a different

charge distribution from the eukaryotic CTDs (see Figure 4.11). Therefore, we

conclude that the electrostatically complementary opposite class JD interaction

interface is highly conserved among human, worm and yeast J-proteins, but not

in bacterial counterparts.
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Figure 4.10: Overview of the electrostatic potentials of class A and B JDs and CTDs for repre-
sentative pro– and eukaryote J–proteins. The organism complexity increases from right to left
and includes J–proteins from: bacteria, plants, yeast and metazoan (human, nematode). Figure
elements are based on those in reference [171] and are rearranged.

4.5.4 Class B J–domain comparison

Experimental results of a charge reversal mutant of the JD of DNAJB1 revealed an

insufficient interclass J–protein cooperation and disaggregation efficiency [169].

This RRR mutation leads to a loss of the dipole character and a positively charged

patch on the DNAJB1 around helices I and IV (see DNAJB1RRR in Figure 4.12).

Analyses with non–canonical J–proteins, such as DNAJB2 and DNAJB4, re-

vealed an inability to reactivate (disaggregation and refolding) aggregated lu-

ciferase [171]. Additional FRET assays with a DNAJB1 chimera containing either

the JD of DNAJB8 or CbpAE.coli were also done [171]. These FRET competition

assays with additional unlabeled chimeras showed a similar reduction in donor

quenching, that was much lower than the wild type DNAJB1 J-protein. This means

that the chimera proteins, containing the JD of the non–canonical DNAJB8 or the

prokaryotic JD of CbpAE.coli are not able to compete with DNAJB1. This gives a

hint that the JD of class B canonical eukaryotes are more specialized to perform

complex formation with class A CTDs.
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Figure 4.11: Local PIPSA analysis of class A (left) and B (right) CTD representatives around
interaction interfaces. The electrostatic potentials in the spherical region (shown in Figure 4.9)
are clustered by similarity using Ward’s clustering.The heat maps show clustering of J–proteins
by similarity (red: high similarity, blue: low similarity). Eukaryotic sequences are coloured in black
and prokaryotic ones in orange. Figure elements are based on those in reference [171] and are
rearranged.

Electrostatic potential calculations of the JDs of DNAJB2 and DNAJB8 showed

a lack of dipole character similar to the DNAJB1RRR mutant (see Figure 4.12). This

dipole character is a quite conserved feature in canonical JDs of class A and B.

This difference in electrostatic potentials between canonical and non–canonical

JDs is also shown quantitatively with a PIPSA analysis (Figure 4.13). Based on the

spherical region around helices I and IV, the JDs of canonical J–proteins (DnaJ–13,

DNAJB1, DNAJB4, At5g25530, CbpAE.coli, Sis1) are grouped together, whereas the

non–canonical JDs and the RRR mutant of DNAJB1 are separated. However, the

canonical JDs are grouped into two subgroups that contains metazoan (DNJ–13,

DNAJB1, DNAJB4) in one, and non–metazoan (At5g25530, CbpAE.coli, Sis1) JDs in

the other one. The experiments showed that CbpAE.coli could not perform complex

formation with class A J-proteins. However, the electrostatic potential of the JD of

CbpAE.coli has a dipole character and is grouped together with the other canonical

JDs in the PIPSA analysis (see Figure 4.12 and 4.13). This reveals that the dipole

character of the JDs is relevant for the complex formation, but is not the only

criterion for the interaction and synergistic effect of mixed class J–proteins.
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These results give a hint at why non–canonical J–proteins, such as DNAJB2

and DNAJB8 evade nonspecific interactions with other J–proteins. The naturally

occurring charged reversion (negative to positive) in the JDs leads to a loss of the

dipole character and prevents interaction with the opposite class J–proteins.

Figure 4.12: Eukaryotic class B JDs. Black
dotted circle highlights the region analyzed
in the PIPSA analysis. Figure elements are
based on those in reference [171] and are re-
arranged.

Figure 4.13: PIPSA Analysis of eukaryotic
class B JDs around helices I and IV (see black
dotted line in Figure 4.12). Figure elements are
based on those in reference [171] and are re-
arranged.

4.6 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter the questions of how the different J–protein classes interact with

each other, and which features in the J–proteins lead to interclass synergy and

highly efficient protein disaggregation activity were investigated. For this pur-

pose, the three–dimensional structures of J–proteins from classes A and B from

different organisms were modelled. The highly flexible and disordered G/F–rich

linker region was neglected in this analysis because of missing structural data and

because its high flexibility can not be easily treated in protein docking simulations.

The modelled structures of the JDs and CTDs were used for the calculation of their

electrostatic potentials. Visual inspection revealed clear, class specific, differences

in the electrostatic potentials of the CTDs. However, the JDs showed a generally
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conserved bipolar character in both classes, with this feature more apparent in

class B.

In protein docking simulations with human class A and B J–proteins agreement

with experimental results was obtained, which helped to confirm the interclass

complexation of canonical J-proteins. Docking with the prokaryotic J–proteins

from E.coli showed a distant interaction site that had no overlap with the identified

binding site in human. Further experiments, for example, cross–links could help

to further analyze if this interaction site really exists and the oligomeric structure

is not able to perform efficiently, or if this interaction site is an artifact of the

simulations, perhaps due to the missing G/F–rich region or the neglect of other

proteins (e.g. HSP70). The simulations with the E.coli J–proteins revealed that the

interaction of class B JDs and class A CTDs needs to occur in specific CTD regions

to allow the whole oligomeric chaperone complex to be functionally efficient.

It could be shown that SDA provided a suitable tool for the detection of the

multiple J–domain interaction sites. Together with the adapted clustering proce-

dure, with its bottom–up post–analysis, appropriate cluster representatives could

be selected. Based on the dimeric structure it was expected to find at least two

cluster representatives, one at each monomer. The results showed that compara-

ble JD–CTD interaction sites were detected at the opposite monomer, see Figures

4.6 and 4.7. In addition, the number of clusters also represent the diversity of

the JD binding. The SDA tool was suitable for the docking process with these V–

shaped protein structures, and the dimeric structure of the CTDs. The diffusion of

the JDs could be simulated all around the CTD dimers, and allowed JD to dock on

both monomers.

Even with the neglect of internal protein dynamics, due to the rigid protein

structures, and despite omitting the G/F–rich linker region, the experimental re-

sults could be confirmed. Importantly, the simulation and experimental data are

independent of each other, but give results in agreement. The modeling of the

highly flexible and dimeric J–protein structures using low sequence identity was

able to produce partial models with low quality. However, these structures were

sufficient to perform the molecular docking simulations, and to analyze their elec-

trostatic potentials, which were both consistent with experimental observations.

Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of the possible impact of the G/F–rich linker on

the inter– and intramolecular interaction of JDs and CTDs would be of value.
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Finally, using PIPSA to provide a quantitative analysis of the electrostatic po-

tentials around the identified interaction sites on the CTDs showed a clear pro–

and eukaryotic separation. The additional PIPSA analysis of canonical and non–

canonical J-domains of class B showed, together with experimental results, that

the bipolar character of JDs, especially the negatively charged region around helix

I and IV, might play a role in the J–protein selection and complexation. These

results also show that electrostatics play a role in the J–protein interaction net-

work. Changes in the electrostatic potentials can lead to a loss of the synergic

cooperation of class A and B proteins, as the RRR mutant of DNAJB1 showed.

To summarize, the synergic cooperation between complexed J–protein co–-

chaperone proteins of class A and B provides a highly efficient protein disaggre-

gation activity in human and other metazoan HSP70–dependent systems. The

complex formation allows J–proteins to initiate transient higher order chaperone

structures involving HSP70 and interacting nucleotide exchange factors. The tran-

sient interaction of opposite class JDs and CTDs provides a powerful, flexible, and

finely regulatable disaggregase activity for different kinds and sizes of protein ag-

gregates and a further level of regulation crucial for cellular protein quality con-

trol.

It could be shown that a eukaryote–specific signature for interclass complex-

ation of canonical J–proteins exists. Consistently, complexes exist in yeast and

human cells, but not in bacteria, and correlate with cooperative action in dis-

aggregation in vitro. Alterations in the signature exclude some J–proteins from

networking, which ensures correct J–protein pairing, functional network integrity

and J–protein specialization. These results suggest a fundamental change in J–

protein biology during the prokaryote–to–eukaryote transition that allowed for

increased fine-tuning and broadening of HSP70 function in eukaryotes.
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The analysis of proteins, considering their structure, dynamics, functions and in-

teractions with binding partners is a crucial task in many research projects. The

application of computational methods can assist the researcher and provide new

insights, for example, into specific interactions of proteins or the protein dynam-

ics. However, the use of computational methods often requires expert knowledge

about the used data, or experience with the many available computational meth-

ods and software.

The aim of this work was to develop new computational methods that are

accessible for a broad range of researchers and assist in the analysis of proteins

regarding their structure and functionality. An application case demonstrated the

benefits of combining different computational methods and experimental data to

gain new insights into protein features and interactions, and detected previously

unknown functionalities of specific proteins.

The webservers presented in this thesis provide useful tools for analyzing pro-

tein structures and sequences, their evolutionary relations and the impact of the

dynamics of proteins with a focus on their binding pockets. The ProSAT+ web-

server provides a tool for mapping protein sequence data and associated anno-

tations on the three–dimensional structure and therefore assists researchers to

better investigate and understand the overall function of a protein. Additional

features, for example the integrated BLAST search to find similar sequences with

additional sequence annotations, simplify common tasks encountered while ana-

lyzing proteins and assist with the sequence mapping. The improvement of the

protein structure analysis by automatically mapping sequence annotations on the

three–dimensional structures provides researchers with an easy–to–use tool for
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the initial protein analysis. In addition, with the integrated URL generator, the

communication and collaboration between research groups is now simplified. The

easy transfer of specific annotation information together with the visualization of

the protein structure is a helpful tool to prevent misunderstandings or mistakes

because of wrong residue number mappings.

The consideration of protein pocket dynamics, especially in the drug design

process, is important. The TRAPP, ProSAT+, and LigDig webservers provide dif-

ferent functionalities to analyze protein binding pockets regarding their similarity,

dynamics, conservation and known sequence annotations. The classification in-

troduced here of protein binding pocket dynamics into five classes – subpocket,

adjacent pocket, breathing motion, channel/tunnel, and allosteric pocket – assists

in distinguishing different types of pockets. The TRAPP webserver enables the

analysis of the structural plasticity of a binding pocket, and the identification of

transient pocket regions and residues important for selectively targeting a specific

protein. Together with the sequence–based conservation analysis of on–target and

off–target groups, it enables the identification of residues that distinguish the two

groups, providing a basis for developing more selective drugs. Together with the

sequence annotations provided by ProSAT+ that contain information about the

functional impact of certain residues, this combined, synthesized and filtered data

facilitates research on the specific functionality of proteins. The discovery of new,

more specific drugs with fewer side effects requires a detailed analysis of the func-

tion, behavior, and dynamics of the target protein. The presented webservers aid

the initial, more detailed analysis of all these features. However, the computa-

tional methods have limitations, such as computing power and the level of detail

that can be simulated. Furthermore, computational methods often require biologi-

cal data and the quality and amount of such data is highly critical for the computed

results. Therefore, additional experimental verification of computational results is

often required.

The three webservers show today’s possibility of connecting and processing di-

verse biological data from different sources to provide the user with new informa-

tion. The current limitations include the access to useful data and the presentation

of the information to the user in a usable, clear, and easy to understand way. This

also means a quick access to critical information filtered from a huge data set.

The future tools need to combine data, process it and present the user critical and

possible interesting points, but of course give access to the complete data if neces-
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sary. In the case of the TRAPP webserver, for example, the next logical step will be

to highlight subpockets that seem to be relevant for targeting the specific protein

with a drug. In the best case this additional method will also consider the infor-

mation provided by the on– and off–target feature. In principle it is even possible

to perform an automatic screening of drugs, considering the discovered druggable

subpockets and the on– and off–target features, and present only the high scoring

drug candidates that can then be tested experimentally.

The application of several combined computational tools assisted in the discov-

ery of the J–protein network that provides an explanation for the high efficiency

of metazoan disaggregase function. The combined use of experimental, computa-

tional and simulation data was very successful and allowed the cross confirmation

of obtained results. The applied methodologies were suitable for studying the in-

teraction of J–proteins. Experiments showed the relevance of electrostatics for the

J–protein interactions, therefore methodologies where the electrostatic potential

features of proteins were calculated and compared could be applied and provided

meaningful results. Furthermore, with the analysis of the mutated JD of DNAJB1,

the methodology proved its sensitivity to minor changes in sequence. The func-

tional change of the J–protein networking could be highlighted by visualizing and

comparing the electrostatic potentials of J–proteins from different, and evolution-

arily distant organisms. Together with the Brownian dynamics simulations, the

interaction sites were localized and confirmed by the experiment data.

The example of the J–proteins showed the success of comparing electrostatic

potentials and combining the results with Brownian dynamics simulation. It is ex-

pected that this combination of computational methods together with the adapted

clustering procedure can also be applied to other proteins, to study their interac-

tion sites and the influence of electrostatics. The additional performed PIPSA anal-

ysis is a very useful tool to quantitatively compare the proteins based on their elec-

trostatics, and perform research on their evolutionary relation ships. Of course,

not every change in protein function and interaction in the evolutionary process is

related to the electrostatics, but the comparison of it is an relatively straight for-

ward procedure and can therefore offer a first comparison of evolutionary related

proteins.

The integration of the ProSAT+ functionality into other webservers showed the

relevance of this tool for other aspects of protein analysis. The topics and analyses

of protein structure, sequence, evolution, dynamics and protein interaction are
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highly dependent on each other. Therefore, it is recommended to investigate all

these properties when analyzing one of them. Evolution has an impact on several

levels, starting from the gene level it can change on a higher level the molecular

features of proteins, such as the electrostatic potential, which in turn is relevant

for molecular interactions. To understand this overall molecular network it is nec-

essary to appropriately analyze and apply methodologies on all levels. The web-

servers presented here already provide a useful set of methodologies to perform

analyses on most of these levels.

This work contributed to the improvement of computational protein analysis

and, with the new webservers, provides access for many researchers to methodolo-

gies for studying protein dynamics, their functions, and interactions. The discov-

ery of the J–protein network shows the necessity of combining methodologies and

data, and was important for understanding the highly complex protein disaggre-

gation process. The analysis of protein interactions, their molecular features and

the combination with experimental results are critical nowadays to understand

molecular functions and pathways. Experts from different fields, from biology to

computer science, need to cooperate to handle the huge amount of data, to have

the required expert knowledge, and have discussions about the problems from

different perspectives. Improved experimental techniques, such as cryoelectron

microscopy, will provide further details in the future about the structure of pro-

teins, their dynamics and interactions. This will allow, together with the parallel

improvement of computational power and methodologies, both research fields to

address more complex biological questions.

In summary, the overall future goal for computational methods will be to pro-

vide expert experience in the form of implemented tools that allow non–experts

from different research fields to get access to such knowledge. This requires ro-

bust tools that are easy–to–use without any prior knowledge about the data or

methodology. The produced results should be automatically processed or filtered,

which could have been done only with expert knowledge. The finally presented

results can help other researches to get computational analysis data that can be

combined with their, for example, experimental results and might provide critical

information to understand complex biological processes.
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Table 6.1: List of used crystal or NMR structure and related information for JDs and CTDs.

Domain, Class Name PDB ID Range Resolution UniProt
Acc.

Number

JD, A DNAJA1 2lo1 1 - 70 (NMR) P31689
JD, A DNJ–12 2och 3 - 68 1.86 Å O45502
JD, A DnaJE. coli 1xbl 2 - 72 (NMR) P08622
JD, B DNAJB1 1hdj 1 - 70 (NMR) P25685
JD, B Sis1 2o37 3 - 70 1.25 Å P25294
JD, B DNAJB2 2lgw 1 - 71 (NMR) P25686
JD, B DNAJB8 2dmx 1 - 71 (NMR) Q8NHS0
CTD, A Ydj1 1nlt & 1xao 110 - 378 2.70 Å P25491
CTD, B DNAJB1 3agz 156 - 340 2.51 Å P25685
CTD, B Sis1 1c3g 179 - 349 2.70 Å P25294

Table 6.2: List of homology modeled three-dimensional structures and related information. Those
with the Ydj1* as the template structure used the modeled Ydj1 structure as template that was
based on the PDB IDs 1nl1 and 1xao. The one marked with ** was modeled using the model of
DnaJA. aceti that was also modeled with the Ydj1 model.

Domain,

Class

Name Template

[PDB ID]

UniProt Acc. Number,

Seq. Range

Seq. id. [%],

QM4

JD, A DNAJA2 2lo1 O60884, 4–72 69.23%, -0.49

JD, A Ydj1 2lo1 P25491, 1–71 66.67%, -2.38

JD, A DnaJS. typhi 1xbl P0A1G8, 2–72 95.77%, -1.02
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Domain,

Class

Name Template

[PDB ID]

UniProt Acc. Number,

Seq. Range

Seq. id. [%],

QM4

JD, A DnaJK. pneumoniae 1xbl C4T9C4, 2–72 95.77%, -0.87

JD, A DnaJP. oryzihabitans 1xbl A0A0D7F716, 2–72 70.42%, -2.09

JD, A DnaJB. pertusis 1xbl Q7VVY3, 2–72 71.83%, -1.2

JD, A DnaJA. aceti 4j80 A0A063X4A7, 2–73 52.63%, -0.64

JD, A DnaJSphingomonas sp. 4rwu Q1NCH5, 2–72 47.95%, -1.68

JD, A DnaJC. ultunese 1xbl M1ZGL1, 1–70 56.70%, -2.03

JD, A DnaJA. thaliana 4rwu Q94AW8, 13–80 61.76%, -0.38

JD, B DNAJB4 1hdj Q9UDY4, 1–70 73.13%, -0.24

JD, B DNJ–13 1hdj Q20774, 1–76 71.62%, 0.02

JD, B CbpAE.coli 3ucs P36659, 2–70 100%, 1.26

JD, B CbpAS. typhi 3ucs P63262, 2–71 98.57%, 1.23

JD, B CbpAK. pneumoniae 3ucs W9BQH2, 2–71 88.57%, 1.02

JD, B CbpAP. oryzihabitans 3ucs A0A0D7FE35, 2–68 71.64%, 0.69

JD, B CbpAB. pertusis 4j80 J7RE62, 4–70 51.43%, 0.3

JD, B CbpAA. aceti 4j7z A0A063XA16, 3–72 45.71%, -0.51

JD, B CbpASphingomonas sp. 2dmx Q1NEX3, 1–70 50.00%, -2.13

JD, B CbpAC. ultunese 2yua M1ZLZ3, 1–72 38.46%, -1.91

JD, B CbpAA. thaliana 2m6y F4JY55, 3–76 66.13%, -2.0

CTD, A DNAJA1 Ydj1* P31689, 102–369 44.53%, -2.73

CTD, A DNAJA2 Ydj1* O60884, 111–379 47.55%, -2.38

CTD, A DNJ–12 Ydj1* O45502, 101–368 39.69%, -2.86

CTD, A DnaJE.coli Ydj1* P08622, 113–365 32.81%, -6.95

CTD, A DnaJS. typhi Ydj1* P0A1G8, 116–375 33.33%, -7.85

CTD, A DnaJK. pneumoniae Ydj1* C4T9C4, 114–373 32.94%, -7.2

CTD, A DnaJP. oryzihabitans Ydj1* A0A0D7F716, 117–373 30.62%, -5.17

CTD, A DnaJB. pertusis Ydj1* Q7VVY3, 127–385 29.30%, -6.41

CTD, A DnaJA. aceti Ydj1* A0A063X4A7, 117–371 27.60%, -9.40

CTD, A DnaJSphingomonas sp. Ydj1** Q1NCH5, 119–372 54.00%, -7.48

CTD, A DnaJC. ultunese Ydj1* M1ZGL1, 110–366 27.27%, -11.82

CTD, A DnaJA. thaliana Ydj1* Q94AW8, 116–374 45.28%, -6.12

CTD, A DNAJA4 Ydj1* Q8WW22, 103–369 46.39%, -7.74

CTD, B DNAJB4 3agz Q9UDY4, 152–335 70.81%, 1.65

CTD, B DNJ–13 3agz Q20774, 154–327 55.44%, 1.33
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Domain,

Class

Name Template

[PDB ID]

UniProt Acc. Number,

Seq. Range

Seq. id. [%],

QM4

CTD, B CbpAE.coli 3lz8 P36659, 114–303 84.46%, -0.76

CTD, B CbpAS. typhi 3lz8 P63262, 114–303 81.31%,-0.86

CTD, B CbpAK. pneumoniae 3lz8 W9BQH2, 114–302 99.48%, -0.42

CTD, B CbpAP. oryzihabitans 3lz8 A0A0D7FE35, 123–311 55.96%, -1.42

CTD, B CbpAB. pertusis 3lz8 J7RE62, 125–310 43.62%, -3.25

CTD, B CbpAA. aceti 4j80 A0A063XA16, 132–299 32.10%, -2.67

CTD, B CbpASphingomonas sp. 3lz8 Q1NEX3, 139–310 32.75%, -4.75

CTD, B CbpAC. ultunese 3lz8 M1ZLZ3, 129–293 32.93%, -4.25

CTD, B CbpAA. thaliana 3agz F4JY55, 166–347 48.90%, -0.7
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